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CHL Calabi–Yau threefolds: curve
counting, Mathieu moonshine and Siegel

modular forms

Jim Bryan and Georg Oberdieck

A CHL model is the quotient of K3 × E by an order N automor-
phism which acts symplectically on the K3 surface and acts by
shifting by an N -torsion point on the elliptic curve E. We conjec-
ture that the primitive Donaldson–Thomas partition function of el-
liptic CHL models is a Siegel modular form, namely the Borcherds
lift of the corresponding twisted-twined elliptic genera which ap-
pear in Mathieu moonshine. The conjecture matches predictions
of string theory by David, Jatkar and Sen. We use the topological
vertex to prove several base cases of the conjecture. Via a degen-
eration to K3 × P1 we also express the DT partition functions as
a twisted trace of an operator on Fock space. This yields further
computational evidence. An extension of the conjecture to non-
geometric CHL models is discussed.

We consider CHL models of orderN = 2 in detail. We conjecture
a formula for the Donaldson–Thomas invariants of all order two
CHL models in all curve classes. The conjecture is formulated in
terms of two Siegel modular forms. One of them, a Siegel form for
the Iwahori subgroup, has to our knowledge not yet appeared in
physics. This discrepancy is discussed in an appendix with Sheldon
Katz.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we conjecture a connection between Mathieu moonshine and
the enumerative geometry of algebraic curves in certain Calabi–Yau three-
folds. The connection is motivated by physics, and part of our conjecture can
be understood as a mathematical formulation of a prediction by heterotic
duality. However, the connection in general is more subtle than what has
been suggested and new input appears on the curve counting side.
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1.1. Mathieu moonshine

Eguchi, Ooguri, and Tachikawa [16] noted that the coefficients of the Fourier

expansion of the elliptic genus of a K3 surface

E ll(K3)(τ, z) = 8

[(
θ2(τ, z)

θ2(τ, 0)

)2

+

(
θ3(τ, z)

θ3(τ, 0)

)2

+

(
θ4(τ, z)

θ4(τ, 0)

)2
]

can be decomposed into dimensions of representations of the Mathieu group

M24 times characters of the N=4 super conformal algebra. This observa-

tion, called Mathieu moonshine, was proven recently by Gannon [21]. By

Gaberdiel et al. [20] the decomposition of the elliptic genus may be used

to define for every pair of commuting elements g, h ∈ M24 the g-twisted

h-twined elliptic genus

E llg,h(K3)(τ, z).

Just as E ll(K3) the genera E llg,h(K3) are Jacobi forms [17]. Roughly, twin-

ing correspond to replacing dimensions of M24 representations by traces

over h.1 Twisting is a certain orbifolding process. Here we treat the con-

struction of twisted-twined elliptic genera as a blackbox and instead will list

them explicitly whenever we need them.

1.2. CHL Calabi–Yau threefolds

Let S be a non-singular projective K3 surface endowed with a symplectic

automorphism

g : S → S

of finite order N . Let E be a non-singular elliptic curve and let e0 ∈ E be a

N -torsion point. The group

ZN = Z/NZ

acts on the product S × E by the map

(s, e) �→ (gs, e+ e0).

1The twining genera E llg=id,h(K3) are the analogs of the McKay–Thompson
series which appear in Monster moonshine. The twisted-twined genera E llg,h(K3)
have analogues in generalized Monster moonshine [40].
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The Chaudhuri–Hockney–Lykken (CHL) model associated to g is the quo-
tient

X = (S × E)/ZN .

Since ZN acts freely and preserves the Calabi–Yau form, X is a non-singular
projective Calabi–Yau threefold.2 The elliptic curve E acts on the product
S × E by translation in the second factor. This action descends to an E-
action on X.

1.3. Donaldson–Thomas theory

Let Hilbn(X,β) be the Hilbert scheme of 1-dimensional subschemes Z ⊂ X
satisfying

[Z] = β ∈ H2(X,Z), χ(OZ) = n ∈ Z.

The action of the elliptic curve E on X induces an action on the Hilbert
scheme. Hence (almost) every curve or subscheme on X comes in the 1-
dimensional family of its E-translates. A count of these E-orbits is defined
by integrating with respect to the (stacky) topological Euler characteristic
e(·) over the quotient stack:

DTX
n,β =

∫
Hilbn(X,β)/E

ν de =
∑
k∈Z

k · e
(
ν−1(k)

)
.

Here ν : Hilbn(X,β)/E → Z is the Behrend weight. The numbers

DTX
n,β ∈ Q

are called the E-reduced Donaldson–Thomas invariants of X in class β.3

1.4. Homology

Consider the averaging operator

P =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

gi∗ : H
∗(S,Q) → H∗(S,Q)

2After pullback to S × E, the holomorphic symplectic form on S as well as the
holomorphic 1-form on E descend to X.

3In Section 2.8 we conjecture a correspondence (in the usual way) between the
reduced Gromov–Witten and Donaldson–Thomas theories of X. Our conjectures
below hence can be understood purely on the Gromov–Witten side.
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where we let g∗ denote the induced action on cohomology. By a Mayer-
Vietoris argument there exist a canonical isomorphism

(1) H2(X,Z)/Torsion ∼= Image(P |H2(S,Z))⊕ Z.

The summands on the right record the degree of a class over S/ZN and
E/ZN respectively. The group of algebraic 1-cycles on X up to numerical
equivalence and torsion is similarly described by

N1(X) ∼= P (N1(S))⊕ Z.

1.5. Elliptic CHL models

By a theorem of Mukai [39] every symplectic automorphism g : S → S
defines (up to conjugacy) an element in M24 which we denote by g as well.
It can be shown that the conjugacy class of g ∈ M24 only depends on the
order N of the symplectic automorphism. Let

(2) F
(r,s)
N = E llgr,gs(K3), r, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}.

be the associated gr-twisted gs-twined elliptic genera. Explicit expressions
for these functions can be found in Appendix A.

Heterotic duality [31, 13, 11, 12] predicts that the twisted-twined elliptic
genera (2) encode the Donaldson–Thomas theory of CHL models. However,
unlike the elliptic genera, the Donaldson–Thomas theory of a CHL model
does not only depend on the order N , but also on more refined data. For
fixed polarization degree on the K3 and given N , there can be several (but
at most finitely many) distinct deformation classes of CHL models. In the
following, we connect one of these deformation classes – the elliptic CHL
models – to the physics formula.

Let p : S → P1 be an elliptically fibered K3 surface which admits two
sections

σ0, σ1 : P
1 → S.

We declare σ0 to be the zero section and we assume that σ1 is of order N
with respect to σ0. The translation by σ1 in the elliptic fibers

g : S → S, s �→ s+ σ1(p(s))

is a symplectic automorphism of order N . We call the CHL model X asso-
ciated to g an elliptic CHL model.
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Consider the N sections

σ0, σ1, σi := g(σi−1), i = 2, . . . , N − 1

and let F ∈ Pic(S) be the class of a fiber of S → P1. The classes

βh =
1

N
(σ0 + . . .+ σN−1 + hF ), h ≥ 0

lie in the image of P |H2(S,Z) and define curve classes on X via the iso-
morphism (1). The primitive Donaldson–Thomas partition function of X is
defined by

ZX(q, t, p) =

∞∑
h=0

∞∑
d=0

∑
n∈Z

DTX
n,(βh,d)

qd−1t
1

2
〈βh,βh〉(−p)n

where we let 〈α, β〉 =
∫
S α ∪ β denote the intersection pairing on S.

We have the following conjecture that relates Mathieu moonshine to
Donaldson–Thomas theory. Let

Z =

(
τ z
z σ

)
be the coordinate on the genus 2 Siegel upper half plane, and write

(3) q = e2πiτ , t = e2πiσ, p = e2πiz.

Consider the Borcherds lift of the twisted-twined elliptic genera (2),

Φ̃N (Z) = Φ̃N (q, t, p).

We refer to Section A.2 for a precise definition. We consider here Φ̃N as a
formal power series in the variables q, t, p expanded in the region

0 < |q|, |t| � |p| < 1.

Conjecture A. Let X be an elliptic CHL model of order N . Under the
variable change (3) the primitive Donaldson–Thomas partition function of
X is the negative reciprocal of the Borcherds lift of the corresponding twisted–
twined elliptic genera:

ZX(q, t, p) = − 1

Φ̃N (Z)
.
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The Borcherds lift Φ̃N is a Siegel modular form (see Section 3.4) for a
congruence subgroup of Sp4(Z) of weight⌈

24

N + 1

⌉
− 2.

In case N = 1 the Borcherds lift is the Igusa cusp form χ10. Conjecture A
then specializes to the Igusa cusp form conjecture [42], proven in [47, 48],
governing curve counts in S × E,

ZS×E = − 1

χ10
.

The function Φ̃N satisfies the symmetry:

(4) Φ̃N (q, t, p) = Φ̃N (t1/N , qN , p).

A consequence of Conjecture A is the following remarkable non-geometric
symmetry of Donaldson–Thomas invariants:

DTX
n,(βh,d)

= DTX
n,(βd,h)

.

This symmetry should arise from a certain derived auto-equivalence of the
threefold X, see [48] for a related case.

1.6. Results

The main mathematical result of this paper is a proof of Conjecture A in
several base cases. Define the series ΔN (q) by

(5)

∞∑
n=0

qn−1e (Hilbn(S/ZN )) =
1

ΔN (q)

where Hilbn(S/ZN ) is the Hilbert scheme of 0-dimensional substacks of the
quotient stack S/ZN of length n. The function ΔN is a cusp form for Γ(N)
of weight  24

N+1�. Explicit expressions are listed in Table 1.4

Define also the Jacobi theta function

Θ(q, p) = −i(p1/2 − p−1/2)
∏
m≥1

(1− pqm)(1− p−1qm)

(1− qm)2
.

4See Lemma 4.1 for more details on this computation.
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Table 1: The series ΔN (τ) for all possible orders N . Here η(τ) =
q1/24

∏
n≥1(1− qn), where q = e2πiτ , is the Dedekind function

N ΔN (τ)

1 η(τ)24

2 η(τ)8η(2τ)8

3 η(τ)6η(3τ)6

4 η(τ)4η(2τ)2η(4τ)4

5 η(τ)4η(5τ)4

6 η(τ)2η(2τ)2η(3τ)2η(6τ)2

7 η(τ)3η(7τ)3

8 η(τ)2η(2τ)η(4τ)η(8τ)2

Theorem 1.1. Let X be an elliptic CHL model of order N . Then[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t−1/N =

1

Θ(qN , p)2ΔN (q)[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
q−1 =

1

Θ(t, p)2ΔN (t1/N )

In particular, Conjecture A holds after taking coefficients t−1/N or q−1.

The theorem determines the first coefficient in both the t and q direction
of ZX . The coefficient of t−1/N correspond to curve classes which are of genus
0 (in a certain sense) in the K3 direction. The coefficient q−1 correspond
to curves of degree 0 over the elliptic curve. The symmetry between the
first q and t coefficient in Theorem 1.1 is a special case of the t ↔ qN

symmetry (4).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on two approaches. For the t−1/N term

we use the topological vertex method of [5, 6] to stratify the moduli space
and calculate directly. For the q−1 term we use a degeneration to K3 × P1

and results of Garbagnati, van–Geemen and Sarti [24, 22, 23] on elliptic K3
surfaces with N -torsion section. Here the appearence of ΔN may be viewed
as a consequence of the McKay correspondence.

The vertex method also yields the second coefficient in the t-expansion
of Conjecture A. The result requires a technical assumption concerning the
Behrend function.

Theorem 1.2. Assume Conjecture 21 from [5] on the Behrend function.
Then

[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t0

is
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2φ1(N)

ΔN (q)φ2(N)

⎛⎝−12℘(qN , p) + ẼN (q)− 1

φ1(N)

∑
m|N

Ẽm(q)μ(m)

⎞⎠
where ℘(q, p) is the Weierstraß elliptic function,

Ẽm(q) = E2(q
m)− 1

m
E2(q)

is a holomorphic weight 2 modular form for Γ(m) (see section 3.2), μ(m) is
the Möbius function, and φd(N) is the number of N -torsion points in Zd

N

so that φ1 = φ is the usual Euler phi function and φ2(N) is the number of
N -torsion points on an elliptic curve. Explicitly,

φd(N) = Nd
∏
p|N

(
1− 1

pd

)
.

1.7. Order two CHL models

We consider the Donaldon–Thomas theory of CHL models which come from
a symplectic involution on the K3 in general. The reduced Donaldson–
Thomas invariants DTX

n,(γ,d) are invariant under deformations which pre-

serve the Hodge type of the curve class (γ, d) ∈ H2(X,Z). In case N = 2
such deformation correspond to deformation of triples

(S,L, ι : S → S)

where S is a K3 surface, L ∈ Pic(S) is an invariant primitive ample class and
ι is the involution. By the Torelli theorem a K3 surface admits an involution
if and only if E8(−2) ⊂ Pic(S). Hence the moduli space of such triples for
fixed degree of L can be described as follows [24]. If L2 ≡ 2 mod 4 there
is one connected component corresponding to K3 surfaces polarized by the
lattice

(6) E8(−2)⊕ ZL.

If L2 ≡ 0 mod 4 there are two connected components: Either the K3 surface
is polarized by the lattice (6) or by the degree 2 overlattice obtained by
adjoining a vector (L/2, v/2) for some v ∈ E8(−2),

(7) SpanZ

(
ZL⊕ E8(−2), (L/2, v/2)

)
.
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In particular, the Donaldson–Thomas invariant does not only depend on the

degree of a primitive γ, but also on lattice data.

Concretely, define the divisibility of a class γ ∈ Image(P |N1(S)) to be the

maximal integer m ≥ 1 such that

γ

m
∈ Image(P |N1(S)) ⊂

1

2
H2(S,Z).

The class γ is primitive if it is of divisibility 1. A primitive class γ is

• untwisted if γ ∈ H2(S,Z),

• twisted if γ ∈ 1
2H2(S,Z) \H2(S,Z).

The untwisted and twisted cases correspond to lattice polarizations by (6)

and (7) respectively (in the twisted case, we take γ = L/2).

Let now X be a N = 2 CHL model and consider a curve class

β = (γ, d) ∈ N1(X) ⊂ H2(X,Z),

such that γ is non-zero and primitive with self-intersection

〈γ, γ〉 = 2s, s ∈
{
Z if γ untwisted
1
2Z if γ twisted.

By deformation invariance the Donaldson–Thomas invariant DTX
n,(γ,d) only

depends on n, s, d, and whether γ is untwisted or twisted. We write

DTX
n,(γ,d) =

{
DTuntw

n,s,d if γ is untwisted,

DTtw
n,s,d if γ is twisted.

Form the partition functions of twisted and untwisted primitive invariants:

(8)

Zuntw(q, t, p) =
∑
s∈Z
s≥−1

∑
d≥0

∑
n∈Z

DTuntw
n,s,dq

d−1ts(−p)n

Ztw(q, t, p) =
∑
s∈ 1

2
Z

s≥−1/2

∑
n∈Z

∑
d≥0

DTtw
n,s,dq

d−1ts(−p)n.

The twisted series Ztw is precisely the primtive DT partition function

of the N = 2 elliptic CHL. Hence by Conjecture A the twisted series is
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conjecturally determined by

Ztw(q, t, p) = − 1

Φ̃2(Z)
.

The untwisted series is new and more interesting. The following conjec-

ture gives a precise formula. We refer to Section 3.5 for a precise definition

of the modular forms.

Conjecture B. The untwisted series for order two CHL models is deter-

mined by

Zuntw(q, t, p) =
−8F4(Z) + 8G4(Z)− 7

30E
(2)
4 (2Z)

χ10(Z)
.

The function in the denominator is the Igusa cusp form which appears

in curve counting on S × E. The numerator is a sum of two different kinds

of modular forms. The series G4(Z) and E
(2)
4 (2Z) are Siegel modular forms

of weight 4 for the level two subgroup Γ
(2)
0 (2) ⊂ Sp4(Z). The function F4(Z)

is a Siegel paramodular form of degree 2 (these correspond to sections of a

line bundle on the moduli space of (1, 2) polarized abelian surfaces). Hence

the conjecture implies that Zuntw is a Siegel modular form (of weight −6)

for the level 2 Iwahori subgroup

B(2) = Sp4(Z) ∩

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Z Z Z Z

2Z Z Z Z

2Z 2Z Z 2Z
2Z 2Z Z Z

⎞⎟⎟⎠ .

Conjectures A and B describe the primitive Donaldson–Thomas invari-

ants of all order 2 CHL models. The invariants for imprimitive classes are

determined from the primitive ones by a multiple cover formula, see Con-

jecture E in Section 6 for a precise statement.

1.8. Open questions and further directions

(1) The multiplicative lift of the twisted–twined elliptic genera matches the

Donaldson–Thomas theory of only one of the deformation classes of CHL

models. It would be interesting to connect (as we have done in case N = 2)

the other deformation classes to Siegel modular forms as well. We expect
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paramodular or Iwahori Siegel forms here as well. For higher N the number
of deformation classes is not always known yet, see [22, 6.1].

(2) Let G be a finite (not necessarily cyclic) group of symplectic automor-
phisms of a K3 surface S, and assume G embeds into the group of torsion
points of an elliptic curve E. The quotient

X = (S × E)/G

is called a generalized CHL model. Our conjectures should have analogs also
for these models. Since G embeds into the torsion points, it is abelian and
generated by two elements g, h ∈ G. A connection between the Donaldson–
Thomas partition function and the g-twisted h-twined elliptic genus
E llg,h(K3) can be expected [51, 1.2].

(3) Let g : Db(S) → Db(S) be a derived auto-equivalence that is symplec-
tic and preserves a Bridgeland stability conditions (in physics, g is called a
automorphism of a K3 non-linear sigma model). Then Gaberdiel, Hoheneg-
ger, Volpato [19], and Huybrechts [29] prove that g yields an element in the
Conway group unique up to conjugation. Moreover a Conway moonshine
has been proposed in [15] and the corresponding twined genera have been
defined in [14]. It would be interesting to find a g-equivariant counting the-
ory that corresponds to this moonshine phenomenon, see also [10]. Following
a suggestion by Shamit Kachru a slightly adhoc definition of g-equivariant
invariants is proposed and discussed in Section 2.9.

(4) The Pandharipande–Thomas theory of the relative geometry

S × P1/{S0, S∞}

defines a matrix [42, 41] acting on the Fock space

∞⊕
n=0

H∗(Hilbn(S)).

By the degeneration formula the Donaldson–Thomas partition function of a
CHL model X can be written as the g-twined g-twisted trace of this matrix
(the formula involves a sum over coinvariant classes on S which may be
interpreted as twisting, see Section 2.6 for details). Hence the Fock space
matrix controls the Donaldson–Thomas theory of all CHL models. It would
be interesting to establish a more direct connection between the matrix and
Mathieu moonshine. We will come back to this question in the future.
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1.9. Plan of the paper

In Section 2 we recall some background on symplectic automorphisms, CHL
models and their curve counting theories. We also discuss the degeneration
formula to K3×P1 and define invariants for non-geometric CHL models. In
Section 3 we discuss Jacobi and modular forms, and define the modular forms
which are relevant to Conjecture B. Section 4 contains the proof of the t−1/N

coefficient of Theorem 1.1, and the proof of Theorem 1.2. Section 5 contains
the proof of the q−1 coefficient of Theorem 1.1. In Section 6 we generalize
the conjectures on order two CHL models to imprimitive curve classes and
provide some evidence. In the Appendix A we list explicitly the twisted-
twined elliptic genera we use in this paper and define their multiplicative
lift. In Appendix B (by Sheldon Katz and the second author) we discuss the
discrepency between our results for order two CHL models and the string
theory predictions.
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2. CHL models

In Section 2.1 we review basic facts on symplectic automorphisms. An intro-
duction to the subject is Chapter 15 of [28]. We then discuss several topics
related to CHL models: their homology and curve classes, the equality of
Donaldson–Thomas and Pandharipande–Thomas invariants, the degenera-
tion formula to K3 × P1, a computation scheme for the curve counting in-
variants, and a conjectural Gromov–Witten/Donaldson–Thomas correspon-
dence. A definition of counting invariants for non-geometric CHL models is
proposed in Section 2.9.
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2.1. Symplectic automorphisms

Let S be a complex projective K3 surface with holomorphic-symplectic form
σ ∈ H0(S,Ω2

S). Let

g : S → S

be an automorphism which is symplectic, i.e. that satisfies g∗σ = σ. We
assume that g has finite order N .5

By the global Torelli theorem the symplectic automorphism g is
uniquely determined by its induced action on H2(S,Z). Moreover, by
[28, Thm. 15.3.13] the action of g on the abstract lattice H2(S,Z) depends
up to an orthogonal transformation of the lattice only on the order N . By
[28, 15.1] the order of g can take every value in the range

1 ≤ N ≤ 8.

Let U =
(
0 1
1 0

)
by the hyperbolic lattice. Recall that

Λ = H2(S,Z) ∼= U3 ⊕ E8(−1)2.

The invariant lattice with respect to g is

Λg = {v ∈ Λ | gv = v}.

The coinvariant lattice of g is the orthogonal complement of the invariant
lattice:

Λg = (Λg)⊥ ⊂ H2(S,Z).

In particular, Λg ⊗C is the sum of all eigenspaces of the C-linear extension
of g corresponding to eigenvalues different from 1. Let v ∈ Λg ⊗ C be an
eigenvector to eigenvalue λ �= 1. Then

〈v, σ〉 = 〈g∗v, g∗σ〉 = λ〈v, σ〉

and therefore 〈v, σ〉 = 0. We conclude Λg ⊂ NS(S).
Consider the projection operator onto the invariant part,

P =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

gi : H2(S,Z) → 1

N
H2(S,Z).

5See [28, 15.2.5(i)] for a projective K3 surface with a symplectic automorphism
of infinite order.
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Table 2: The number of fixed points, the rank of the coinvariant lattice and
the Picard rank of a non-trivial symplectic automorphism g of finite order
N on a complex projective K3 surface (taken from [28, 15.1])

N 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
|Fix(g)| 8 6 4 4 2 3 2
|Λg| 8 12 14 16 16 18 18

ρ(S) ≥ 9 13 15 17 17 19 19

Since the image under P of an ample class is ample, there exist an ample

invariant class L ∈ NS(S). By the Hodge index theorem Λg is therefore

negative-definite. Moreover, since L is ample and orthogonal to Λg, the lat-

tice Λg contains no (−2)-classes.

The number of fixed points, the rank of the co-invariant lattice and a

bound for the Picard rank for non-trivial g are listed in Table 2.

ForN ∈ {2, . . . , 8} the action of the automorphism g and the co-invariant

lattices were explicitly determined in the series of papers [24, 22, 23]. If the

K3 surface S is of minimal Picard rank, then its Neron–Severi group is of

one of the types listed in [23, Prop. 6.2]. In the following example we recall

the case N = 2.

Example 2.1. If N = 2 then g : S → S is called a Nikulin involution. Its

action on Λ is trivial on U3 and interchanges the two copies of E8(−1). The

invariant and co-invariant lattices are

Λg = U3 ⊕ E8(−2), Λg = E8(−2),

where we have written E8(−2) for the diagonal and the anti-diagonal in

E8(−1)2 respectively.

Suppose now that S is of minimal Picard rank 9 with invariant ample

class L. Then by [24, Prop. 2.2] its Neron-Severi group can be described by

one of the following two cases. In the first case we have

NS(S) = ZL⊕ E8(−2).

We call this case the untwisted case.

In the second case, NS(S) is a finite overlattice of ZL⊕E8(−2) of degree

2 obtained by adjoining a vector (L/2, v/2) for some v ∈ E8(−2):

NS(S) = SpanZ

(
ZL⊕ E8(−2), (L/2, v/2)

)
.
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In particular, since NS(S) is even, we have L2 ≡ 0 modulo 4. We call the

second case the twisted case.

By the Torelli theorem for K3, the moduli space of triples (S,L, ι) can

be described as follows (see also [24] for details). If L2 �= 0 mod 4 then

the moduli space has a single connected component with an open subset

parametrizing the untwisted case. If L2 = 0 mod 4, then the moduli space

has two connected components, corresponding to the untwisted and twisted

case respectively. The moduli space is of dimension 11.

Remark 2.2. The finite groups which act symplectically and faithfully on a

given K3 surface S were classified by Mukai in terms of the Mathieu group,

see [28, Thm. 15.3.1]. Aside from the cyclic groups which were discussed

above, the following Abelian groups can appear:

Z2
2, Z3

2, Z4
2, Z2

3, Z2
4,

Z2 × Z4, Z2 × Z6.

As before the action of the finite Abelian groups on H2(S,Z) is unique up to

an orthogonal transformation of the lattice; the corresponding (co)invariant

lattices have been determined in [23] and the Neron–Severi groups for min-

imal Picard rank are listed in [23, Prop. 6.2].

2.2. Definition

Let g : S → S be a symplectic automorphism of finite order N , let E be a

non-singular elliptic curve and let t ∈ E be a torsion point of order N . Let

X = (S × E)/ZN .

be the associated CHL Calabi–Yau threefold. We let

π : S × E → X

denote the degree N quotient map, and let

p1 : X → S′ := S/ZN , p2 : X → E′ := E/ZN

be the maps induced from the projection. Here ZN acts on E by translation

by t.
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2.3. Cohomology and 1-cycles

We describe the cohomology and Neron–Severi group of a CHL model X.
Let s ∈ S be a fixed point of g (which exists by Table 2) and consider the
subscheme

(E × s)/ZN = E′ × s = E′
s ⊂ X.

We often drop the subscript s in E′
s. For any e ∈ E let also

De = π(S × e).

We often drop the subscript e. By a Mayer-Vietoris argument we have

H2(X,Z) = Ker(1− g : H2(S,Z) → H2(S,Z))⊕ Z[D]

H4(X,Z) = Coker(1− g : H2(S,Z) → H2(S,Z))⊕ Z[E′]

and

H4(X,Z) = H2(X,Z).

In particular, H2(X,Z) might contain torsion.

Consider the projection operator

P =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

gi : H2(S,Z) → 1

N
H2(S,Z)g.

Lemma 2.3. We have

Coker
(
1− g : H2(S,Z) → H2(S,Z)

)
/Torsion ∼= Im(P ).

Proof. Since g is of order N we have P ◦(1−g) = 0. Hence P factors through
the cokernel of 1− g. Since the image has no torsion, we get a natural map

Coker(1− g)/Torsion → Im(P ).

A non-zero element in the left hand side lifts to an element α ∈ H2(S,Z)
which does not lie in Im(1− g)⊗Q. Since

H2(S,Z)⊗Q = Null(1− g)⊕Null(P ) = Im(P )⊕ Im(1− g)

we have Im(1− g)⊗Q = Null(P )⊗Q, so P (α) �= 0.
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From now on we will work only with integral (co)homology modulo tor-
sion and will writeHk(X,Z) forHk(X,Z)/Torsion, etc. With this convention
by Lemma 2.3 we therefore have

(9) H2(X,Z) ∼= Im(P )⊕ Z[E′].

Explicitly, the isomorphisms sends β ∈ H2(X,Z) to ( 1
Nα, d) where

π∗β = α+ d[E]

where we have used the Künneth theorem to identify

H2(S × E,Z) = H2(S,Z)⊕H2(E,Z).

The inverse of (9) is

Im(P )⊕ Z �→ H2(X,Z), (γ, d) �→ π∗ιS∗γ + d[E′]

where ιS : S → S × E is the inclusion of a fiber of p2. We often identify
elements in H2(X,Z) with their image under (9).

The group of 1-cycles N1(X) on X up to numerical equivalence and
torsion described as follows.

Lemma 2.4. Under the identification (9) we have

N1(X) = P (N1(S))⊕ Z[E′].

Proof. The inclusion ⊃ follows from π∗N1(S×E) ⊂ N1(X) and the existence
of E′. For the other direction, if α ∈ N1(X) then π∗α = (α1, α2) with
α1 ∈ N1(S)

g ⊂ Λg, so 1
Nα1 ∈ Λg.

2.4. Pandharipande–Thomas theory

A stable pair (F , s) on X is a coherent sheaf F supported in dimension
1 together with a section s ∈ H0(X,F) satisfying the following stability
conditions:

(i) the sheaf F is pure
(ii) the cokernel of s is 0-dimensional.

Let Pn(X,β) be the moduli space of stable pairs with Euler characteristic
and the class of the support C of F satisfying

χ(F) = n ∈ Z, [C] = β ∈ H2(X,Z) .
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Consider a curve class

β = (γ, d) ∈ H2(X,Z).

The elliptic curve E acts on the moduli space Pn(X,β) by translation. If
γ > 0 or n �= 0 this action has finite stabilizers and we define reduced
Pandharipande–Thomas invariants by

PTX
n,β =

∫
Pn(X,β)/E

ν de

where ν : Pn(X,β)/E → Z is the Behrend function.

Proposition 2.5. If γ > 0, then PTX
n,β = DTX

n,β.

Proof. This follows by the argument of [44, 4.11] from the C-local DT/PT
correspondence by integrating over the quotient of the Chow variety of
curves by E.6

If γ > 0 then the moduli space Pn(X,β) also carries a reduced virtual
fundamental class [

Pn(X,β)
]red ∈ H∗(Pn(X,β))

obtained from reducing the perfect obstruction theory of the moduli space by
the holomorphic 2-form pulled back from S′.7 We will relate the invariants
defined by cutting down the reduced virtual class by an insertion with the
Pandharipande–Thomas invariants PTX

n,β . Let

q : S → S′ = S/Zn

be the projection and let γ∨ ∈ H2(S′,Q) be any class such that∫
S
γ ∪ q∗(γ∨) = 1.

Recall also the divisor D = De = π(S × e). We have

p∗2[p] = n[D].

6If γ = 0 then the proposition is false, and PTX
n,β and DTX

n,β differ by a non-zero
wall-crossing contribution, see [45] for the case S × E.

7The holomorphic 2-form produces a reduced virtual class by the cosection local-
ization method of Kiem–Li [34]. But the argument of [44, Prop. 1] and using that
the automorphism g : S → S extends to the twister family [28, 15.1.2, Footnote 2]
even yields a reduced perfect obstruction theory (a strictly stronger statement).
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Define the reduced incidence Pandharipande–Thomas invariant

P̃T
X

n,β =

∫
[Pn(X,β)]red

τ0([D] ∪ p∗1(γ
∨)),

where the insertion operator τ0(·) is defined in [49].

By arguments parallel to [44] we have the following comparision.

Proposition 2.6. If γ > 0, then PTX
n,β = P̃T

X

n,β.

By deformation invariance of the reduced virtual class the P̃T
X

n,β are
invariant under deformations of (X,β) which keep the class β algebraic.
Hence Proposition 2.6 implies the deformation invariance of PTX

n,β .

2.5. Rubber invariants

We relate the Pandharipande–Thomas invariants of X to rubber invariants
on K3× P1. These are defined as follows. Consider the relative geometry

(10) S × P1/{S0, S∞}

where S0, S∞ are the fiber over 0,∞ ∈ P1 respectively. Let

P∼
n (S × P1/{S0, S∞}, (γ, d))

be the moduli space of stable pairs on the relative geometry (10) modulo
the C∗-scalling on P1/{0,∞} (this is also called the moduli space of stable
pairs on the rubber of (10), see [42]). The moduli space is of reduced virtual
dimension 2d (assuming γ > 0) and admits evaluation maps

ev0, ev∞ : P∼
n (S × P1/{S0, S∞}, (γ, d)) → Hilbd(S)

over the points 0,∞ ∈ P1 respectively.

Consider cohomology classes

μ, ν ∈ H∗(Hilbd(S),Q).

We define the rubber Pandharipande–Thomas invariants by

PTS×P
1

n,(γ,d)(μ, ν) =

∫
[P∼

n (S×P1/{S0,S∞},(γ,d))]red
ev∗0(μ) ∪ ev∗∞(ν).
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2.6. Degeneration to K3 × P1

Let

E → Δ

be a non-singular elliptically fibered surface over a disk Δ ⊂ C such that
the following conditions hold:

1. The fiber over 1 ∈ Δ is isomorphic to the elliptic curve E.

2. The fiber over 0 ∈ Δ is isomorphic to a cycle of N copies of P1 (an In
fiber in Kodaira’s classification).

3. There exist two sections s0, s1. We take s0 to be the zero section, and
we require the section s1 to be of order N with respect to the group

law defined by s0.
4. The induced action of s1 on the fiber over 0 sends the i-th copy to the

(i+ 1)-th copy (modulo N).

Consider the order N automorphism on the product S × E which acts by
g on the first, and by addition by s1 on the second factor. The quotient by
this free action is a non-singular 4-fold

X = (S × E)/ZN .

Let f : X → P1 be the fibration induced by E → P1. We have

f−1(1) = X, f−1(0) = (S × P1)/ ∼

where the cylinder S × P1 is glued to itself via the monodromy relation

(s, 0) ∼ (g(s),∞) for all s ∈ S.

Hence X is the total space of a degeneration

(11) X � (S × P1)/ ∼ .

By Proposition 2.6 the reduced Pandharipande–Thomas invariant is ex-

pressed in terms of an integral over the reduced class. Hence we may apply
the degeneration formula to the degeneration (11). The result, after a de-
rigidification [37, 1.5.3], is as follows. Let

g : Hilbd(S) → Hilbd(S)
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be the automorphism induced by g. Consider its graph

Γg = { (z, gz) | z ∈ Hilbd(S) } ⊂ Hilbd(S)×Hilbd(S).

Let H2(S,Z)>0 be the set of effective curve classes on S. Then

(12) PTX
n,(γ,d) =

1

N

∑
γ̃∈H2(S,Z)>0

P (γ̃)=γ

PTS×P
1

n+d,(γ̃,d)(Γg).

2.7. Computation scheme

Modulo conjectures, the degeneration formula (12) yields a computation
scheme for the invariants PTX

n,(γ,d) of any CHL modelX as follows. By (12) to

determine PTn,(γ,d) it is enough to know the rubber invariants PTn,(γ,d)(μ, ν).
These are conjecturally known as follows.

First, the rubber Pandharipande–Thomas invariants are related by a
(conjectural) GW/PT correspondence to rubber Gromov–Witten invariants
of K3 × P1 [42, 43]. On the Gromov–Witten side we can then apply the
product formula and use [42, Conjecture C2] to express invariants for im-
primitive classes γ in terms of invariants where γ is primitive. Hence we are
reduced to the case where γ is primitive.

Second, by the conjectural PT/Hilb correspondence of [42, Sec. 5] the
rubber invariants of K3 × P1 for primitive γ are determined by two-point
genus 0 Gromov–Witten invariants of the Hilbert scheme of points HilbdK3.
An effective conjectural formula for these invariants was presented in [41]
(see also [46] for a more explicit presentation). This completes the scheme.

The scheme we described is effective, i.e. for any given n and (γ, d)
the invariant PTn,(γ,d) can be computed in finite time. For us this was one
important source of computational evidence for the conjectures in the paper.
However, at present it appears difficult to prove any implications or explicit
formulas from this algorithm.8

2.8. Gromov–Witten theory

Let M
•
h,n(X,β) be the moduli space of stable maps f : C → X from possibly

disconnected n-marked curves C of genus h representing the curve class

f∗[C] = β = (γ, d) ∈ H2(X,Z).

8This is not unlike the case of the quintic threefold which has been ‘algorith-
mically’ solved a long time ago [37]. However, explicit formulas for the quintic are
known only in low genus.
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If γ > 0 the moduli space carries a reduced virtual fundamental class

[
M

•
h,n(X,β)

]red ∈ H2(n+1)(M
•
h,n(X,β)).

Reduced Gromov–Witten invariants of X are defined by

Nh,β =

∫
[M

•
g,1(X,β)]red

ev∗1([D] ∪ p∗1(γ
∨))

where ev1 : M
•
g,1(X,β) → X is the evaluation map at the first marking.

By arguments parallel to [44, Sec. 4] the formal Laurent series∑
n∈Z

PTn,βy
n

is the expansion of a rational function in y. Hence the variable change y = eiu

is well-defined.

Conjecture C. If γ > 0, then the GW/PT correspondence holds:∑
h∈Z

Nh,βu
2h−2 =

∑
n∈Z

PTn,βy
n

under the variable change y = −eiu.

2.9. Non-geometric CHL models

The Mukai lattice is the group H∗(S,Z) together with the Mukai pairing

defined by

(
(r1, D1, n1), (r2, D2, n2)

)
= r1n1 + n1r2 −

∫
S
D1 ∪D2

for all

(ri, Di, ni) ∈ H∗(S,Z) = H0(S,Z)⊕H2(S,Z)⊕H4(S,Z)

where we have identified H0(S,Z) = Z and H4(S,Z) = Z.
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A derived auto-equivalence

g : Db(S) → Db(S)

induces an isometry of the Mukai lattice:

g∗ : H
∗(S,Z) → H∗(S,Z).

We say g is symplectic if

g∗|H2,0(S) = id.

Let g : Db(S) → Db(S) be a symplectic auto-equivalence which is of
finite order N and preserves a Bridgeland stability condition. Let e0 ∈ E be
an N -torsion point on an elliptic curve E, let te0 : E → E be the translation
by e0, and let te0∗ : Db(E) → Db(E) be the induced action on the derived
category. Tensoring the kernel of g with the kernel of te0∗ induces a order N
derived auto-equivalence

g̃ = g � te0∗ : D
b(S × E) → Db(S × E)

which defines an action of ZN on Db(S × E). We call the pair

(13)
(
Db(S × E), g̃

)
a non-geometric or non-commutative CHL model.

We would like to define invariants which count stable sheaves on the
non-commutative CHL model (13), i.e. some form of ZN -equivariant stable
complexes in Db(S ×E). These invariants should correspond, via an analog
of Conjecture A, to the g-twined elliptic genera which appear in Mathieu
or Conway moonshine [15] (by [19, 29] g induces an element in the Conway
group). We do not address this task here directly but instead following a
proposal of Shamit Kachru we define invariants which should be equivalent
to such a count. The idea is to start with the degeneration formula (12).
The right hand side in (12) only depends on the action on cohomology of
the symplectic automorphism, and not on the symplectic automorphism it-
self. We will define non-commutative Donaldson-Thomas invariants by the
right hand side of (12) but using the induced action g∗ of a derived auto-
equivalence g. Intuitively this corresponds to “gluing” the cylinder S × P1

with respect to the auto-equivalence g. A careful definition proceeds as fol-
lows.
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The definition requires a conjectural invariance property of the rubber
invariant. Let γ ∈ H2(S,Z) be an non-zero curve class. Let

ϕ : H∗(S,R) → H∗(S,R)

be any orthogonal map (defined over R, orthogonal with respect to the Mukai
lattice) which satisfies ϕ(γ) = γ. We let

ϕ : H∗(Hilbd S,R) → H∗(Hilbd S,R)

be the induced map.9 We require the following conjecture.

Conjecture D. For any μ, ν ∈ H∗(Hilbd(S)) we have

PTS×P
1

n,(γ,d)(μ, ν) = PTS×P
1

n,(γ,d)(ϕ(μ), ϕ(ν)).

The conjecture is a consequence of the conjectural formula for the rubber
invariants proposed in [41]. If ϕ acts by the identity on H0(S) and H4(S),
the conjecture specializes to [42, Conj. C1]. Let now

γ ∈ H∗(S,Z)

be any non-zero Hodge class. Let

ϕ : H∗(S,R) → H∗(S,R)

be an isometry such that ϕ(γ) is a Hodge class, lies in H2(S,Z) and is
positive with respect to an ample class. We define the extended rubber
invariants by

P̃T
S×P

1

n,(γ,d)(μ, ν) := PTS×P
1

n,(ϕ(γ),d)(ϕ(μ), ϕ(ν)).

9Concretely, for α ∈ H∗(S) and i ≥ 0 let

p−m(α) : H∗(Hilbd S) → H∗(Hilbd+m S)

be the Nakajima creation operator that geometrically adds the cycle of m-fat sub-
schemes located on the locus Poincaré dual to α. Define the modified creation
operator

p̃m(α) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(−m)−1pm(α) if α ∈ H0(S)

pm(α) if α ∈ H2(S)

(−m)pm(α) if α ∈ H4(S).

Then the induced map ϕ acts by φ (
∏

i p−mi(αi)v∅) =
∏

i p−mi(φ(αi))v∅, where
v∅ is the vacuum vector.
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By Conjecture D the definition is independent of the choice of ϕ.
Let

Λ̃g = H∗(S,Z)g, Λ̃g =
(
Λ̃g
)⊥ ⊂ H∗(S,Z)

be the invariant and coinvariant lattice, and let

P =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

gi∗

be the projection operator. Let γ ∈ P (H∗(S,Z)) be a Hodge class. Let

g∗ : H
∗(Hilbd S,Z) → H∗(Hilbd S,Z).

be the action induced by g∗ : H∗(S,Z) → H∗(S,Z). Let

Γg∗ ∈ H∗(Hilbd S,Z)⊗2

be its graph (where the Poincare duality is taken with respect to the Mukai
pairing). We define the Donaldson–Thomas invariant of the non-commuta-
tive CHL model (13) to be

DTg̃
n,(γ,d) :=

1

N

∑
γ̃∈H∗(S,Z)
P (γ̃)=γ

P̃T
S×P

1

n+d,(γ̃,d)(Γg∗).

If g arises from a symplectic automorphism, then this definition specializes
by (12) to the Donaldson–Thomas invariant of the CHL model in class (γ, d).
The relationship between this set of invariants and the Mathieu moonshine
conjecture will be pursued in future work.

3. Modular forms

3.1. Variables

Let H = {x+iy |x, y ∈ R, y > 0} be the upper half plane. Consider variables
τ ∈ H and z ∈ C, and let

q = e2πiτ , p = e2πiz.

We make the following convention: If a function f(τ, z) is invariant under
z �→ z+1 and τ �→ τ +1 we often write f(q, p) instead of f(τ, z). Sometimes
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we will omit the argument z or p. Sometimes we will also omit τ or q. If an
argument is modified it is always written out. For example, for the functions
f(τ, z), f(2τ, z) and f(2τ, 2z) we may write

f = f(q) = f(q, p), f(q2) = f(q2, p), f(q2, p2)

respectively.

3.2. Modular forms

A subgroup Γ ⊂ SL2(Z) is a congruence subgroup if Γ(N) ⊂ Γ for some
N ≥ 1, where

Γ(N) =

{
g ∈ SL2(Z)

∣∣∣∣ g ≡
(
1 0
0 1

)
mod N

}
.

Let Modk(Γ) be the space of modular forms of weight k for a congruence
subgroup Γ ⊂ SL2(Z) (more generally Γ ⊂ GL+

2 (Q) is conjugate to a con-
gruence subgroup) [33]. The algebra of modular forms is defined by

Mod(Γ) =
⊕
k

Modk(Γ).

If Γ = SL2(Z) we often omit Γ from the notation. Let also

Γ0(N) =

{(
a b
c d

) ∣∣∣∣ c ≡ 0 mod N

}
.

Define the weight 2k Eisenstein series

Ek(τ) = 1− 2k

Bk

∑
m≥1

∑
d|m

dk−1qm, k = 2, 4, 6, . . .

where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers. If k ≥ 4 the Ek are modular forms for
SL2(Z). For all N ≥ 2 the functions defined by

EN (τ) =
1

N − 1
[NE2(Nτ)− E2(τ)] = 1 +O(q)

and

ẼN (τ) =
N − 1

N
EN (τ)
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are modular forms of weight 2 for Γ0(N). For example,

E2(τ) = ϑD4(τ) = 1 + 24q + . . .

is the theta function of the D4 lattice. We have

Mod(SL2(Z)) = C[E4, E6], Mod(Γ0(2)) = C[ϑD4
, E4].

3.3. Jacobi forms

Let Γ ⊂ SL2(Z) be a congruence subgroup (or congujate to one), and let
Jack,m(Γ) be the space of weak Jacobi forms of weight k and index m ≥ 0
for the Jacobi group Γ � Z2, see [17]. The Mod(Γ)-algebra of weak Jacobi
forms is

Jac(Γ) =
⊕
k

⊕
m

Jack,m(Γ).

The subspace of weak Jacobi forms of even weight is

Jaceven(Γ) =
⊕
k even

⊕
m

Jack,m(Γ).

Define functions K(τ, z),Θ(τ, z), ℘(τ, z) by

K(τ, z) = iΘ(τ, z) = (p1/2 − p−1/2)
∏
m≥1

(1− pqm)(1− p−1qm)

(1− qm)2

℘(τ, z) =
1

12
+

p

(1− p)2
+
∑
d≥1

∑
k|d

k(pk − 2 + p−k)qd.

With respect to the standard Jacobi theta functions θi(τ, z) we have

Θ(τ, z) =
iθ1(τ, z)

η3(τ)
.

Define the weak Jacobi forms

φ−2,1(τ, z) = −K2 = (−p−1 + 2− p) +O(q)

φ0,1(τ, z) = 12K2℘ = (p−1 + 10 + p) +O(q).

In particular, the elliptic genus of a K3 surface is 2φ0,1. The algebra of weak
Jacobi forms of even weight for group Γ satisfies

Jaceven(Γ) ∼= C[φ−2,1, φ0,1]⊗Mod∗(Γ).
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Every Jacobi form F ∈ Jack,m(Γ(N)) has a Fourier expansion

F (τ, z) =
∑

b∈{0,1,...,2m−1}

∑
n∈ 1

N
Z

j∈2mZ+b

cb(4mn− j2)qnpj .

3.4. Siegel modular forms

Let H2 be the Siegel upper half space. The standard coordinates are

Z =

(
τ z
z σ

)
∈ H2 ,

where τ, σ ∈ H, z ∈ C, and Im(z)2 < Im(τ)Im(σ). Let

q = e2πiτ , p = e2πiz, t = e2πiσ.

The group Sp4(R) acts on the Siegel space H2 by

gZ := (AZ +B)(CZ +D)−1, g =

(
A B
C D

)
.

A Siegel modular form of weight k for congruence subgroup Γ ⊂ Sp4(Z) is

a holomorphic function f : H2 → C such that

f(gZ) = det(CZ +D)kf(Z)

for all g =
(
A B
C D

)
∈ Γ. We let Mod

(2)
k (Γ) be the space of Siegel modular forms

of weight k for Γ. The C-algebra of Siegel modular forms for Γ is denoted

by

Mod(2)(Γ) =
⊕
k

Mod
(2)
k (Γ).

We will work with several congruence subgroups in this paper. For any

N ≥ 1 consider

Γ
(2)
0 (N) =

{(
A B
C D

) ∣∣∣∣C ≡ 0 mod N

}
.

For any prime p ≥ 1 define the paramodular subgroup [30, 25] (or rather a
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conjugate thereof)

K(p) = Sp4(Q) ∩

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Z Z p−1Z Z

pZ Z Z Z

pZ pZ Z pZ
pZ Z Z Z

⎞⎟⎟⎠ .

as well as the Iwahori subgroup

B(p) = K(p) ∩ Γ
(2)
0 (p) = Sp4(Z) ∩

⎛⎜⎜⎝
Z Z Z Z

pZ Z Z Z

pZ pZ Z pZ
pZ pZ Z Z

⎞⎟⎟⎠ .

3.5. Examples of Siegel modular forms

We discuss examples of Siegel modular forms for several congruence sub-
groups.

3.5.1. The full group Sp4(Z) Consider the Fourier expansion of the
elliptic genus of K3,

2φ0,1(τ, z) =
∑
n≥0

∑
k∈Z

c(4n− k2)pkqn.

The Igusa cusp form is a weight 10 Siegel modular form for Sp4(Z) which
by a result of Gritsenko and Nikulin [26] can be defined by

(14) χ10(Z) = pqt
∏
k∈Z
h,d≥0

k<0 if h=d=0

(1− pkqhtd)c(4hd−k2).

Alternatively, χ10 is the additive lift of the Jacobi form

−φ10,1(τ, z) = −φ−2,1Δ =
∑
n≥0

∑
r∈Z

a(n, r)pkqn

as in [17, Sec. 6], i.e.

χ10(Z) =
∑

(m,n,r) =0

qmtnpr
∑

a|(m,n,r)

a9a
(mn

a2
,
r

a

)
.
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The second example we consider is the weight 4 Eisenstein series

E
(2)
4 = 1 +O(q, t, p).

We give two descriptions. The first is as additive lift of the Jacobi form

E4,1(τ, z) = K(τ, z)2
(
E4(τ)℘(τ, z)−

1

12
E6(τ)

)
=
∑
n,r

b(n, r)qnpr.

We have

E
(2)
4 (Z) = 1 + 240

∑
(m,n,r) =0

qmtnpr
∑

a|(m,n,r)

a3b
(mn

a2
,
r

a

)
.

The second description is as the Siegel theta series of the E8 lattice. Let
rE8

(T ) is the number of embeddings of T =
(
2m r
r 2n

)
into E8. Precisely,

rE8
(T ) =

∣∣{(x, y) ∈ E2
8

∣∣ 〈x, x〉 = 2m, 〈x, y〉 = r, 〈y, y〉 = 2n
}∣∣ .

Then by [17, Sec. 7] we have

E
(2)
4 (Z) =

∑
T=(m r/2

r/2 n)

rE8
(T )e(tr TZ)

where we write e(z) = exp(2πiz) for all z ∈ C.

The forms E
(2)
4 and χ10 are generators of the ring of Siegel modular

forms for Sp4(Z). By a result of Igusa [8, v.d.G., Thm.6] we have

Mod(2)even = C[E
(2)
4 , E

(2)
6 , χ10, χ12]

where E
(2)
6 is an Eisenstein series and χ12 is a cusp form.

3.5.2. The group Γ
(2)
0 (2) Let E

(2)
4 (Z) be the Eisenstein series defined

above. The first Siegel modular form for Γ
(2)
0 (2) we consider is

E
(2)
4 (2Z).

The second form for Γ
(2)
0 (2) is an additive lift. Let ψ ∈ Jack,1(Γ0(2)) be

Jacobi form of weight k index 1 and consider the Fourier expansion

ψ =
∑
n,r

c(n, r)qnpr.
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We define the m-th Hecke lift of ψ as in [31, App. A] by

ψ|kVm =
∑
n,r

qnpr
∑

a|(m,n,r)
a odd

ak−1c
(mn

a2
,
r

a

)
.

The function ψ|kVm is a Jacobi form of weight k and index m for Γ0(2). The
series

Ψ =

∞∑
m=0

tm(ψ|kVm)(τ, z)

defines a Siegel modular form for Γ
(2)
0 (2) (as in [17, Sec. 4] we need to pick

an appropriate re-normalization for the constant term of Ψ here).
We apply this lifting construction to the weight 4 Jacobi form

G4,1(τ, z) = K(τ, z)2
(
℘(τ, z)E4(2τ)−

1

8
θ3D4(τ) +

1

24
E4(τ)θD4(τ)

)
.

Define its Fourier coefficients:

G4,1(τ, z) =
∑
n,r

cG(n, r)q
npr.

Then let G4(Z) be the Siegel modular form for Γ
(2)
0 (2) defined as the additive

lift of G4,1,

G4(Z) = − 7

240
+

∑
0=(m,n,r)

qmtnpr
∑

a|(m,n,r)
a odd

a3cG

(mn

a2
,
r

a

)
.

We give a description of the algebra of modular forms for Γ
(2)
0 (2) and

express the function E4(2Z) and G4(Z) in terms of the standard generators.

For m′,m′′ ∈ Z2 (considered as column vectors) and m =
(
m′

m′′

)T
consider

the genus 2 theta functions

θm(Z) =
∑
x∈Z2

e

(
1

2

(
x+

1

2
m′
)t

Z

(
x+

1

2
m′
)
+

(
x+

1

2
m′
)t m′′

2

)
.

Following [1] define

X =
(
θ40000 + θ40001 + θ40010 + θ40011

)
/4
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Y = (θ0000θ0001θ0010θ0011)
2

Z = (θ40100 − θ40110)
2/16384

W = (θ0100θ0110θ1000θ1001θ1100θ1111)
2/4096

The functions X,Y, Z,W are Siegel modular forms for Γ
(2)
0 (2) of weight

2, 4, 4, 6 respectively. Moreover,

Modeven(Γ
(2)
0 (2)) = C[X,Y, Z,W ].

In these generators we have explicitly

χ10(Z) = YW

E4(Z) = 4X2 − 3Y + 12288Z

E4(2Z) =
1

4
X2 +

3

4
Y − 192Z

G4(Z) =
1

120
X2 − 3

80
Y − 12

5
Z.

3.5.3. The paramodular group K(2) Let y ∈ E8 be a vector of length

〈y, y〉 = 4 where we let 〈−,−〉 denote the pairing on E8. Consider the theta

function

ΘE8,y =
∑
x∈E8

q
1

2
〈x,x〉p〈x,y〉.

By [17, Thm. 7.1] and since E8 is unimodular the function ΘE8,y is a Jacobi

form for SL2(Z)⊗ Z2 of weight 4 and index 2. Concretely,

ΘE8,y = K4

(
℘2E4 −

1

6
℘E6 +

1

144
E2

4

)
.

As explained in [25, Proof of Thm. 2.1] the paramodular lift of ΘE8,y is

F4(Z) =
1

240
+

∑
0=(m,n,r)∈Z3

≥0
m even

qmtnpr
∑

a|(m/2,n,r)

a3ΘE8,y

[
m/2 · n

a2
,
r

a

]
.

By [30] F4(Z) is the unique modular form for K(2) of weight 4,

Mod4(K(2)) = CF4(Z).
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We have the following alternative description. As in [30] let

T = (θ0100θ0110)
4/256.

Then we have

F4 =
1

960
(X2 + 3Y + 3072Z + 960T ).

Because the matrix ⎛⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎠
does not lie in K(2), the function F4(Z) = F4(q, t, p) does not have to be

symmetric in q and t and in fact it is not. For example, the Fourier-Jacobi

coefficients of F4 in each direction have the form

[F4]tm = K(τ, z)2mPm (℘(τ, z), ℘(2τ, z), ϑD4(τ), E4(τ))

[F4]qm = K(σ, z)2mQm (℘(σ, z), ϑD4(σ, z), E4(σ))

where Pm and Qm are polynomials of weight 2m+ 4 (and the degree of Pm

in ℘(2τ, z) is non-zero in general).

4. Vertex computations

In this section we use the topological vertex method to compute the first

two terms in the t expansion of ZX(q, t, p). This proves the first part of

Theorem 1.1, and Theorem 1.2.

4.1. Preliminaries

For any C-scheme S of finite type, let e(S) denote the topological Euler

characteristic of S, taken with the analytic topology. More generally, if μ :

S → R is a constructible function valued in a ring R, let

e(S, μ) =
∑
r∈R

r · e(μ−1(r))

be the μ-weighted Euler characteristic.
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We use the following standard facts:

• The Euler characteristic defines a ring homomorphism

e : K0(VarC) → Z,

i.e. it is additive under the decomposition of a scheme into an open set

and its complement, and it is multiplicative on Cartesian products.

• For any constructible morphism10 f : Y → Z we have (see [36])

(15) e(Y, μ) = e(Z, f∗μ)

where f∗μ is the constructible function given by

(f∗μ)(x) = e(f−1(x), μ).

• Let g : Z≥0 → Z be any function with a(0) = 1. Let

Gd : Symd(Z) → Z

be the constructible function defined by

G

(∑
i

kizi

)
=
∏
i

g(ki).

Then (see [5, Lemma 32])

(16)
∑
d=0

e(Symd(Z), Gd)q
d =

( ∞∑
k=0

g(k)qk

)e(Z)

.

• If C∗ acts on a scheme Y with fixed point locus Y C
∗ ⊂ Y , then (see [2])

e(Y ) = e(Y C
∗
).

• Let G be an algebraic group acting on a scheme Y . Let μ be a G-

invariant constructible function on Y . Suppose that each G-orbit has

zero Euler characteristic. Then e(Y, μ) = 0 [4].

10A constructible morphism is a map which is regular on each piece of a decom-
position of its domain into locally closed subsets.
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For any C-scheme S, let νS : S → Z denote the Behrend function. We
define the virtual Euler characterisitic

evir(S) = e(S, νS)

to be the Behrend function weighted Euler characteristic.
The Behrend function depends on a scheme formally locally and con-

sequently, the virtual Euler characteristic is motivic in the following sense.
Let Z ⊂ S be a closed subscheme, let U = S \ Z, and let Ẑ be the formal
neighborhood of Z in S. Then

(17) evir(S) = evir(U) + evir(Ẑ).

We adopt the convention that replacing an index with a bullet denotes
a sum over the index multiplied by the appropriate variable raised to the
index. For example

Hilbσ+•E′,•(X) =
∑
d,n

Hilbσ+dE′,n(X) qd yn

where we regard the right hand side as a formal power series in q, Laurent
in y, and whose coefficients are schemes.

With these conventions in hand, we may write[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t−1/N =

∑
d,n

evir

(
Hilbσ+dE′,n(X)/E

)
qd−1 yn

= q−1evir

(
Hilbσ+•E′,•(X)/E

)
and [

ZX(q, t, p)
]
t0
=
∑
d,n

evir

(
Hilbσ+

1

N
F+dE′,n(X

)
/E) qd−1 yn

= q−1evir

(
Hilbσ+

1

N
F+•E′,•(X)/E

)
4.2. Decomposing Hilbert schemes via cycle support to compute[

ZX(q, t, p)
]
t−1/N

Subschemes of X correspond to ZN invariant subschemes of S × E, in par-
ticular we have

Hilbσ+dE′,n(X) ∼= Hilbσ0+···+σN−1+dE,Nn(S × E)ZN .
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The 1-cycle corresponding to any subscheme of S × E in the class σ0 +
· · ·+ σN−1 + dE must be of the form

N−1∑
i=0

σi × {xi} + {y1 + · · ·+ yd} × E

where xi ∈ E and y1+ · · ·+yd is a length d 0-cycle on S. Consequently, such
subschemes are uniquely determined by their restrictions to the subschemes

U × E, σ̂1 × E, . . . , σ̂N−1 × E

where σ̂i is the formal neighborhood of σi in S and U is the complement of
the union of the sections.

This leads to the following decomposition:

Hilbσ0+···+σN−1+•E,N•(S × E) ∼= Hilb•E,N•(U × E)

N−1∏
i=0

Hilbσi+•E,•(σ̂i × E)

which should be understood as giving constructible isomorphisms11 among
the coefficients and consequently equality of the coefficients in the Grothen-
dieck group of varieties.

Since the ZN action on the Hilbert scheme permutes the last N factors
in the above decomposition, we get an isomorphism

Hilbσ0+···+σN−1+•E,N•(S×E)ZN ∼= Hilb•E,N•(U×E)ZN×Hilbσ0+•E,•(σ̂0×E).

Moreover, we may fix a slice for the E action on the Hilbert scheme by
defining

Hilbσ0+•E,•
fix (σ̂0 × E) ⊂ Hilbσ0+•E,•(σ̂0 × E)

to be the locus of subschemes containing σ0 × {x0} as a component, where
x0 ∈ E is the origin. Combining this with the previous discussion we arrive
at

Hilbσ+•E′,•(X)/E ∼= Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN ×Hilbσ0+•E,•
fix (σ̂0 × E)

which again is understood as giving constructible isomorphisms of the coef-
ficients.

11A constructable isomorphism is a bijective map which is regular on some de-
composition of the domain into locally closed subsets.
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To compute the DT partition function
[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t−1/N , we need to take

the virtual Euler characteristic of Hilbσ+•E′,•(X)/E. Recall that for the
virtual Euler characteristic to respect the above decomposition, we must
retain the formal neighborhood of each stratum in the decomposition (see
equation (17)). The result is

q
[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t−1/N = −evir(Hilb•E,N•(U ×E)ZN ) · evir

(
Ĥilb

σ0+•E,•
fix (σ̂0 × E)

)
where Ĥilbfix(σ̂0 × E) is the formal neighborhood of Hilbfix(σ̂0 × E) in
Hilb(S × E). The overal minus sign arises as the difference between the
Behrend function of Hilb(S × E) and Hilb(S × E)/E.

Only the fixed points of the E action on Hilb(U × E)ZN contribute to
the virtual Euler characteristic. These fixed points correspond to E-invariant
subschemes. Such subschemes cannot have zero dimensional components and
are determined by their intersection with U × {x0}. Thus

evir
(
Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN

)
= evir

(
Hilb•(U)ZN

)
.

The Hilbert scheme of points on S (and hence on U) is a smooth holomorphic
symplectic variety and consequently, so are the fixed points of the ZN action.
The Behrend function on smooth even dimensional varieties is 1 and so
the virtual Euler characteristic and the usual Euler characteristic coincide.
Moreover, the ZN fixed locus can be identified with the Hilbert scheme of
substacks of the stack quotient [U/ZN ]. Thus

evir
(
Hilb•(U)ZN

)
= e
(
Hilb•(U)ZN

)
= e (Hilb•([U/ZN ])) .

The usual motivic methods for computing the generating function of
Hilbert schemes of points on smooth orbifold surfaces work also for orbifolds
given by quotients by cyclic groups.

Lemma 4.1. Let Y be a smooth surface with a ZN action. For d|N let
Fd ⊂ Y be the locus of points whose ZN stabilizer has order d, and let
ed = e(Fd/ZN/d). Then

∞∑
n=0

e(Hilbn([Y/ZN ]) qn =
∏
d|N

∞∏
k=1

(1− q
N

d
k)−ed .

Proof. The standard method of computing the Euler characteristic of the
Hilbert scheme of points in terms of the punctual Hilbert scheme applies in
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this setting. The punctual Hilbert scheme at a point in the quotient stack is

easily expressed in terms of punctual Hilbert schemes of the etalé cover.

For S a K3 surface with a symplectic ZN action, the numbers ed are

given in the following table:

N ed
1 e1 = 24
2 e1 = 8, e2 = 8
3 e1 = 6, e3 = 6
4 e1 = 4, e2 = 2, e4 = 4,
5 e1 = 4, e5 = 4
6 e1 = e2 = e3 = e6 = 2
7 e1 = 3, e7 = 3
8 e1 = e8 = 2, e2 = e4 = 1

By inspection, we see that

∞∑
n=0

e(Hilbn([S/ZN ])qn = qΔ−1
N

where ΔN is the modular form given in Table 1. Since

[S/ZN ] = [U/ZN ] ∪ P1

we see that the values of ed for U are the same as those for S except e1 is

smaller by 2. Thus we find that

e(Hilb•([U/ZN ])) = qΔN (q)−1
∞∏
k=1

(1− qNk)2

and so

[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t−1/N = −ΔN (q)−1

∞∏
k=1

(1− qNk)2 · evir
(
Ĥilb

σ0+•E,•
fix (σ̂0 × E)

)
The last factor in the above product is independent of N and hence can be

evaluated by specializing to N = 1 and using that we know the left hand
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side by the proof of the Igusa conjecture [47].12 The result is

evir

(
Ĥilb

σ0+•E,•
fix (σ̂0 × E)

)
=

−p

(1− p)2

∞∏
k=1

(1− qNk)2

(1− pqNk)2(1− p−1qNk)2

=
−1

Θ(qN , p)2
∏∞

k=1(1− qNk)2

and consequently we have completed the proof that[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t−1/N =

1

Θ(qN , p)2ΔN (q)
.

4.3. Decomposing Hilbert schemes via cycle support to compute[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t0

We first observe that if an automorphism13 φ ∈ Aut(H2(S,Z))+ commutes
with the ZN action, it is realized by a ZN -equivariant monodromy deforma-
tion of X [28, Chapt. 7., Prop. 5.5] and hence gives equality of Donaldson-
Thomas invariants:

DTX
n,β+dE′ = DTX

n,φ(β)+dE′ .

Let sσi
(v) = v+〈σi, v〉σi be the reflection about σi. Then σi commutes with

σj and consequently the automorphism

φ = sσ0
◦ · · · ◦ sσN−1

commutes with the action ZN . Since

φ(σ +
1

N
F ) =

1

N
F

we therefore have[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t0
= q−1evir(Hilb

1

N
F+•E′,•(X)/E).

Second, by writing the elliptic fibration S → P1 as a Weierstraß model
and deforming the coefficients, we may assume that the fibration S → P1 is

12 The extra factor of N results in the substitution q �→ qN . The last factor
was also computed earlier (modulo a conjecture on the Behrend function) in [3,
eqns. (4), (5), Lemma 2].

13Here Aut(H2(S,Z))+ ⊂ Aut(H2(S,Z)) is the index 2 subgroup generated by
reflections through −2-vectors.
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generic among all elliptic fibrations with an N -torsion section. In particular
all reducible fibers are of type In. We also take the elliptic curve E to be
generic.

Because any subscheme in X in the class 1
NF+dE′ corresponds uniquely

to a ZN -invariant subscheme Z ⊂ S × E in the class F + dE we may write

Hilb
1

N
F+•E′,•(X) = HilbF+•E,N•(S × E)ZN .

Definition 4.2. We say an irreducible curve component C ⊂ Z is horizon-
tal if πS(C) is zero dimensional, vertical if πE(C) is zero dimensional, and
diagonal otherwise.

Lemma 4.3. Assume that N > 1. Let Z ⊂ S × E be a ZN -invariant
subscheme corresponding to a point [Z] ∈ HilbF+•E,N•(S × E)ZN . Then the
curve support of Z must be a union of horizontal components along with
either

1. exactly N vertical components given by⋃
g∈ZN

g(C × x)

where C is an irreducible component of an IN fiber and x ∈ E, or
2. a single diagonal component contained in Ft×E and given by the graph

of a map f : Ft → E where Ft ⊂ S is a smooth fiber.

Moreover, we may define a slice for the E action on HilbF+•E,•(S × E)ZN

by imposing that

(1)′ the curve C×x is given by C0×x0 where C0 is the component meeting
the zero section and x0 ∈ E is the origin, or

(2)′ the diagonal curve in Ft ×E contains the point σ0(t)× x0 so that the
map f : Ft → E is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism,
i.e. ±f(y1 + y2) = f(y1) + f(y2).

The lemma gives us the decomposition

HilbF+•E,N•(S × E)ZN/E ∼= HilbF+•E,N•
vert + HilbF+•E,N•

diag

where

HilbF+dE,Nn
vert , HilbF+dE,Nn

diag ⊂ HilbF+dE,Nn(S × E)ZN

parameterize subschemes of type (1) and (2) respectively satisfying the slice
conditions (1)′ and (2)′ respectively (see figure 1).
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Figure 1: Z3-invariant curves in S × E satisfying the slice condition of
Lemma 4.3. The dark orange curves are the orbit of C0 × x0 giving an in-
variant vertical configuration, while the pink curve is an invariant diagonal
curve. Horizontal curves are also possible, but not shown.

Remark 4.4. In the case of N = 1, the lemma holds as stated with the

additional caveat that in case (1), the vertical component can be any smooth

fiber.

Proof. Any ZN -invariant vertical curve must project to a ZN orbit in E and

thus must be a union of orbits ∪g∈ZN
g(C × x). In the case of the lemma,∑

g∈ZN
g(C) is in the class F and so C must be a single component of an In

fiber (as asserted by (1)). Moreover, since {g(C)}g∈ZN
are all the components

of an IN fiber, we may assume that C = C0, the component meeting the

zero section. By E translation, we may then assume that x = x0 and this is

unique in the E orbit (as asserted by (1)′).

Now let C ⊂ S ×E be a ZN -invariant diagonal curve with πS(C) in the

class F . Such a curve cannot project to a singular fiber since it would then

give rise to a non-constant map from a rational curve to E. Thus πS maps

C isomorphically onto a smooth fiber Ft and hence is the graph of a map

f : Ft → E (as asserted by (2)). Moreover, by a translation by E, we may

assume that the map f takes the origin σ0(t) ∈ Ft to x0 ∈ E. Any such map

is the composition of a group homomorphism and an automorphism. Since

E is generic, the only automorphisms are ±1. And so f is a homomorphism

or an antihomomorphism (as asserted by (2)′).
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Any invariant curve projecting to the class of F must have some diagonal
or vertical component and by the above arguments, it can have only one or
the other.

4.4. Diagonal contributions

The possible diagonal curves are enumerated by the following

Lemma 4.5. Let δ(d) be the number of ZN -invariant diagonal curves in
S × E upto translation by E. Then

∞∑
d=1

δ(d)qd =
−2

φ2(N)

∑
m|N

(E2(q
m)− 1)μ(m)

where μ(m) is the Möbius function, E2 is the Eisenstein series of weight
2, and φ2(N) is the number of N -torsion points in an elliptic curve (cf.
Theorem 1.2).

Proof. 14 By Lemma 4.3 (2)′, we need to count maps

f : Ft → E

of degree d where Ft ⊂ S is the fiber over some point t ∈ P1 and the map f
is a homomorphism or anti-homomorphism such that the graph in Ft×E is
ZN -invariant. The graph of f is invariant if and only if f is ZN -equivariant,
i.e. the N -torsion point s = σ1(t) ∈ Ft is mapped to the fixed N -torsion
point e1 ∈ E.

We first count all degree d homomorphisms f : Ft → E without imposing
the additional condition f(s) = e1. It is well known that there are exactly

σ(d) =
∑
k|d

k

elliptic curves F admitting a degree d homomorphism to E (unique for E
generic), and since every such curve appears exactly 24 times in the K3
elliptic fibration, the number of such homomorphisms Ft → E is 24σ(d).

We can refine the count of homomorphisms f : Ft → E as follows:

D(d, k,N) = # {f : Ft → E such that f(s) has order dividing k.}
E(d, k,N) = # {f : Ft → E such that f(s) has order exactly k.}

14We warmly thank Greg Martin for assistance with this proof.
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It will suffice to compute E(d,N,N) since if φ2(N) is the number of
N -torsion points on E, then

φ2(N)δ(d) = 2E(d,N,N)

since the left hand side counts all homomorphisms and anti-homomorphisms
where f(s) has order exactly N .

We apply Möbius inversion to

D(d, k,N) =
∑
b|k

E(d, b,N)

to get

E(d, k,N) =
∑
b|k

D(d, b,N)μ(k/b).

If the order of f(s) divides k, then kf(s) = f(ks) = x0 and so f : Ft → E
factors through the map Ft → Ft/ 〈ks〉 which is a map of degree N/k.
Therefore

D(d, k,N) = #
{
f̃ : Ft/ 〈ks〉 → E such that the degree of f̃ is kd/N

}
=

{
24σ(kd/N) if N |kd,
0 otherwise.

Hence we find

E(d,N,N) =
∑
b|N

D(d, b,N)μ(N/b)

=
∑
b|N
N |bd

24σ(bd/N)μ(N/b)

=
∑
m|N
m|d

24σ(d/m)μ(m).

Therefore we get

∞∑
d=1

δ(d)qd =
48

φ2(N)

∞∑
d=1

∑
m|N
m|d

σ(d/m)(q
d

m )mμ(m)
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=
48

φ(N)

∑
m|N

∞∑
k=1

σ(k)qmkμ(m)

=
−2

φ2(N)

∑
m|N

(E2(q
m)− 1)μ(m).

We compute the full contribution of the diagonal components to the DT
partition function:

Lemma 4.6.

evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

diag

)
=

−2q

φ2(N)ΔN (q)

∑
m|N

(E2(q
m)− 1)μ(m).

Proof. Let C ⊂ Ft ×E be a ZN -invariant diagonal curve satisfying the slice
condition and let

HilbF+•E,N•
diag,C ⊂ HilbF+•E,N•

diag

be the component parameterizing subschemes containing C. Such
subschemes are a union of C, horizontal components, and zero dimensional
components. Consequently, such a subscheme is a disjoint union of compo-
nents supported on F̂t×E and on U×E where F̂t is the formal neighborhood
of Ft inside of S and U = S \ Ft. Thus

HilbF+•E,N•
diag,C = HilbF+•E,N•

diag,C (F̂t × E) ·Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN

where the first factor is the Hilbert scheme parameterizing ZN -invariant
subschemes Z ⊂ S × E whose support is contained in F̂t × E and which
contains the diagonal curve C.

As in the previous subsection, the E action on Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN

reduces the Euler computation to E-invariant subschemes, which necessarily
pullback from zero-dimensional subschemes of the stack [U/ZN ]:

evir
(
Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN

)
=

∞∑
n=0

e(Hilbn([U/Zn])) q
n

=

∞∑
n=0

e(Hilbn([S/Zn])) q
n

=
q

ΔN (q)
.

Here we have used the fact that e(S \ U) = e(Ft) = 0.
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We construct a group action on HilbF+•E,N•
diag,C (F̂t ×E) as follows. Let Δt

be the formal neighborhood of t ∈ P1 and let F̂t → Δt be the restriction of
S → P1. Let MW denote the Mordell-Weil group of sections of F̂t → Δt.
MW acts on F̂t by translation and we can define an action of MW on F̂t×E
which preserves the curve C by composing with the appropriate action of
E. In particular, on closed points the action of σ ∈ MW is given by

σ(y, x) = (y + σ, x+ f(σ))

where C is given by the graph of f : Ft → E. This action induces an action of
MW on HilbF+•E,N•

diag,C (F̂t×E). The groupMW is a pro-algebraic group whose

action on HilbF+dE,n
diag,C (F̂t×E) factors through an algebraic group. The orbits

of the MW action on HilbF+•E,N•
diag,C (F̂t × E) have zero Euler characteristic

unless they are fixed points. Moreover, MW preserves the Behrend function
since the action on the strata HilbF+•E,N•

diag,C (F̂t ×E) extends to an action on

the formal neighborhood of this strata in the whole Hilbert scheme.15 But
the only MW -invariant subscheme is C itself since no horizonal component
or zero-dimensional component is MW invariant. Therefore we have

evir(HilbF+•E,N•
diag,C (F̂t × E)) = evir(HilbF+•E,N•

diag,C (F̂t × E)MW )

= evir(pt)

= 1

Therefore

evir(HilbF+•E,N•
diag ) =

( ∞∑
d=1

δ(d) qd

)
q

ΔN (q)

and then Lemma 4.5 completes the proof of Lemma 4.6.

4.5. Vertical contributions

The contribution of subschemes containing vertical components to the DT
partition function requires a new vertex computation which is carried out
in this subsection.

Proposition 4.7. Assuming [5, Conj. 21], we have

evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert

)
= − q

ΔN (q)
· 24φ1(N)

φ2(N)
·
{
℘(qN )− 1

12
E2(q

N ) +
1

12
δ1,N

}
where δ1,N is 1 if N = 1 and 0 otherwise.

15See [4] for a careful discussion of the action of Mordell-Weil groups on Hilbert
schemes.
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To prove Proposition 4.7, we begin by observing that 24φ1(N)
φ2(N) is the

number of IN fibers in S. Let C = C0 ∪ · · · ∪ CN−1 be a fixed IN fiber and
let

HilbF+•E,N•
vert,C ⊂ HilbF+•E,N•

vert

be the component parameterizing curves whose vertical components project
to C. To prove the proposition, it then suffices to prove16

evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert,C

)
= − q

ΔN (q)
·
{
℘(qN )− 1

12
E2(q

N ) + δ1,N

}
Let Ĉ be the formal neighborhood of C in S and let U = S \ C.

Then, as in the previous cases (using similar notation), we have

evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert,C

)
= evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert,C (Ĉ × E)
)
· evir

(
Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN

)
and

evir
(
Hilb•E,N•(U × E)ZN

)
=

∞∑
n=0

e (Hilbn([U/ZN ])) qn

=
q

ΔN (q)

∞∏
k=1

(1− qkN )

since [S/ZN ] = [U/ZN ]∪[C/ZN ] and ZN acts freely on C with e(C/ZN ) = 1.
As in the previous case, we get an action of MW , the Mordell-Weil

group of sections of Ĉ, on HilbF+•E,N•
vert,C (Ĉ ×E). Note that the group of the

fiber C is C∗ × ZN and (unlike the case of smooth fibers) the restriction of
MW to the group of the fiber splits. Consequently, we get a C∗ action on

16Our Lemma 4.3, which asserts that the vertical components are supported on
the IN fibers, applies only for N > 1. As previously remarked, vertical curves in
the N = 1 case can also occur at smooth fibers. The contribution from subschemes
containing vertical curves on smooth fibers is given by

24q

Δ(q)
· e(P1 − {24pts}) = 24q

Δ(q)

(
1

12
− 1

)
.

This accounts for the replacement of 1
12δ1,N with δ1,N . See the computation in [3]

for details.
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HilbF+•E,N•
vert,C (Ĉ × E). Moreover this action preserves the Behrend function,

so it will suffice to prove the following:

(18) evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert,C (Ĉ × E)C
∗
)
=

−
∞∏
k=1

(1− qkN )−1 ·
{
℘(qN , p)− 1

12
E2(q

N ) + δ1,N

}
.

The horizontal components of a C∗ invariant subscheme supported on
Ĉ × E must be supported at the fixed points of C∗, namely over the nodes
in C. There are formal local coordinates (x, y) on S at each node such
that C is formally locally given by xy = 0 and μ ∈ C∗ acts by μ(x, y) =
(μx, μ−1y). Then to be C∗-invariant, the horizontal components must be of
the form Zλ×E where λ is an integer partition and Zλ is the length |λ| zero
dimensional subscheme supported at a node of C and given by the monomial
ideal (xiyj)(i,j) ∈λ.

We thus see that a subscheme supported on Ĉ × E which is both ZN

and C∗ invariant must have its one dimensional components given by

C(λ) =
⋃

g∈ZN

g (C0 × x0 ∪ Zλ × E)

(see figure 2).

We let

HilbmC(λ) ⊂ Hilb
F+|λ|E,nN
vert,C (Ĉ × E)C

∗

be the component parameterizing C∗ × ZN -invariant subschemes Z, sup-
ported on Ĉ ×E, containing C(λ), and such that IC(λ)/IZ is a zero-dimen-
sional sheaf of length mN . In other words, the subscheme Z ′ = Z/ZN ⊂ X
is obtained from the subscheme C ′(λ) = C(λ)/ZN ⊂ X by adding m em-
bedded points.

Let

Hilb•C(λ) =

∞∑
m=0

HilbmC(λ) y
m.

We define a constructible morphism

ρ : Hilb•C(λ) → Sym•(E′)

as follows.
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Figure 2: The C∗ × Z3 invariant curve C(λ). The horizontal components
(shown in blue) are thickened by the monomial ideal corresponding to the
partition λ = (3, 1). The vertical components (shown in bold orange) consist
of the curves g(C0 × {x0}) where g ∈ Z3.

Let [Z] ∈ HilbmC(λ) be a closed point corresponding to a ZN×C∗ invariant

subscheme Z containing C(λ). Let C ′(λ) ⊂ Z ′ ⊂ X be the corresponding
subschemes in X and let F ′

Z be the length m, zero-dimensional quotient
sheaf F ′

Z = IC′(λ)/IZ′ . Then define

ρ : [Z] �→ supp(π∗F
′
Z)

where π : X → E′ and support is given as a collection of points with
multiplicity.

We then have

e(Hilb•C(λ)) = e
(
Sym•E′, ρ∗1

)
= e
(
Sym•(E′ − {x0}), ρ∗1

)
· e (Sym•{x0}, ρ∗1)

=

( ∞∑
k=0

a(k)yk

)−1

·
( ∞∑

k=0

b(k)yk

)
(19)

where

a(k) = e
(
ρ−1(kx)

)
b(k) = e

(
ρ−1(kx0)

)
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and x ∈ E′ − {x0}. Here we have used the fact that ρ∗1 satisfies the multi-
plicative property required by equation (16), over Sym(E′ − {x0}).

The preimages ρ−1(kx) and ρ−1(kx0) parameterize subschemes obtained
by adding k C∗ invariant embedded points to C ′(λ) in the fiber of X → E′

over x ∈ E′ and x0 ∈ E′ respectively. Such subschemes are determined
formally locally at the support of the embedded points and consequently
can be written in terms of the following local model.

Let λ, μ, ν be a triple of 2D partitions and consider the scheme Cλμν ⊂
A3 given by the ideal Iλμν ⊂ C[x, y, z] where

Iλμν = Iλ∅∅ ∩ I∅μ∅ ∩ I∅∅ν

Iλ∅∅ = (xiyj)(i,j) ∈λ

I∅μ∅ = (yjzk)(j,k) ∈μ

I∅∅ν = (zkxi)(k,i) ∈ν

Let

Quotmλμν = {Iλμν → Q, length(Q) = m, supp(Q) = (0, 0, 0)}

be the Quot scheme of zero-dimensional, length m quotients of Iλμν sup-
ported at (0, 0, 0) ∈ A3. Hence Quotmλμν parameterizes subschemes obtained
by adding m embedded points to Cλμν at the origin.

We define

Quot•λμν =

∞∑
m=0

Quotmλμν y
m

and we define

Ṽλμν(y) = e
(
Quot•λμν

)
.

Ṽλμν(y) is the normalized topological vertex (see [5]).
Using formal local coordinates at the point in C ′(λ) where embedded

points are added, we can describe the preimages ρ−1(kx) and ρ−1(kx0) in
terms of

(Quot•λ∅∅)
C

∗
, (Quot•λ�∅)

C
∗
, (Quot•λ∅�)

C
∗
, (Quot•λ��)

C
∗

where α ∈ C∗ acts on (x, y, z) by (αx, α−1y, z). Specifically, we get

∞∑
k=0

ρ−1(kx) yk =
((

Quot•λ∅∅
)C∗)N

,
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∞∑
k=0

ρ−1(kx0) y
k =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
((

Quot•λ∅∅
)C∗)N−2(

Quot•λ�∅
)C∗(

Quot•λ∅�
)C∗

if N ≥ 2,

(Quot•λ��)
C

∗
if N = 1.

Indeed, in each case we are adding C∗ invariant embedded points to C ′(λ) at
the N points in the fiber of X → E′ corresponding to the N nodes of the IN
fiber (the C∗ fixed points). Over x �= x0 at the N points, C ′(λ) is formally
locally given by Cλ∅∅. Over x0, C

′(λ) has a vertical component which meets
2 of the nodes (if N ≥ 1) so that at these nodes, C ′(λ) is formally locally
Cλ�∅ and Cλ∅� respectively. In the case of N = 1, the vertical component
itself has a node and C ′(λ) is locally Cλ��.

Applying Euler characteristics and equation (19) we get

e(Hilb•C(λ)) =

{
Ṽλ�∅ · Ṽλ∅� · Ṽ−2

λ∅∅ N ≥ 2

Ṽλ�� · Ṽ−1
λ∅∅ N = 1.

We wish to rewrite the above in terms of the vertex with the usual
normalization. This works out nicely when we reindex by our subschemes
by holomorphic Euler characteristic instead of number of embedded points.
Using the normalization exact sequence for C ′(λ), we can compute

χ(OC′(λ)) = −λ1 − λ′
1 + 1− δN,1.

From [5, Lemma 17] we have

Ṽλ∅∅ = Vλ∅∅, Ṽλ�∅ = yλ1 ·Vλ�∅, Ṽλ∅� = yλ
′
1 ·Vλ∅�, Ṽλ�� = yλ1+λ′

1−1·Vλ��

and so we get

∞∑
m=0

e
(
HilbmC(λ)

)
yχ(OC′(λ))+m =

{
y · Vλ�∅ · Vλ∅� · V−2

λ∅∅ N ≥ 2

y · Vλ�� · V−1
λ∅∅ N = 1.

We define

Eλ(y) = y
1

2
Vλ�∅
Vλ∅∅

=

∞∑
i=1

y−λi+i− 1

2 .

Then using [6, Proof of Lemma 5] we may express y ·Vλ�∅ ·Vλ∅� ·V−2
λ∅∅ and

y · Vλ�� · V−1
λ∅∅ in terms of Eλ. Namely

∞∑
m=0

e
(
HilbmC(λ)

)
yχ(OC′(λ))+m = δN,1 − Eλ(y)Eλ(y

−1).
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We now use Conjecture 21 in [5], applied to the subscheme C ′(λ) ⊂ X,
to convert the Euler characteristic to virtual Euler characteristic. In our
context, the conjecture says that

evir(HilbmC(λ)) = −ν(C ′(λ))(−1)me(HilbmC(λ))

where ν(C ′(λ)) is the value of the Behrend function of Hilb(X)/E at the
subscheme C ′(λ) ⊂ X (the extra sign is because of the quotient by E).

Lemma 4.8. The value of the Behrend function of Hilb(X)/E at the point
C ′(λ) is given by

ν(C ′(λ)) = −(−1)χ(OC′(λ)).

Proof. Using the methods of [5, Sec. 9], one can show that C ′(λ) is a smooth
point of Hilb(X)/E of dimension 2|λ| − λ1 − λ′

1 + δ1,N .

Assuming the conjecture then we get

∞∑
m=0

evir

(
HilbmC(λ)

)
yχ(OC′(λ))+m = −

∞∑
m=0

e
(
HilbmC(λ)

)
(−y)χ(OC′(λ))+m

= −δN,1 + Eλ(−y)Eλ(−y−1)

= −δN,1 + Eλ(p)Eλ(p
−1)

where p = −y.
So then

evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert,C (Ĉ × E)C
∗
)
=
∑
λ

QN |λ|
∞∑

m−0

evir

(
HilbmC(λ)

)
yχ(OC′(λ))+m

=
∑
λ

qN |λ| (−δN,1 + Eλ(p)Eλ(p
−1)
)

= −
∞∏
k=1

(1− qkN )−1 ·
(
δN,1 − F (p, p−1; qN )

)
where F (x1, . . . , xn; q) is Block-Okounkov’s n-point function. F (p, p−1; q) is
evaluated in [6, § 4] and is given by

F (p, p−1; qN ) =
−p

(1− p)2
−

∞∑
d=1

∑
k|d

k(pk + p−k)qNd

= −℘(qN , p) +
1

12
E2(q

N ).
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This completes the proof of equation (18) and hence the proof of Pro-
postion 4.7.

4.6. Putting vertical and diagonal contributions together

We have [
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t0
= q−1evir

(
Hilb

1

N
F+•E′,•(X)/E

)
= q−1evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•(S × E)ZN/E

)
= q−1evir

(
HilbF+•E,N•

vert +HilbF+•E,N•
diag

)
.

Then using Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 4.7 we get

[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t0
=

−1

ΔN (q)
· 24 · φ1(N)

φ2(N)
·
{
℘(qN )− 1

12
E2(q

N ) +
1

12
δ1,N

}
+

−2

ΔN (q)φ2(N)
·
∑
m|N

(E2(q
m)− 1)μ(m)

=
2φ1(N)

ΔN (q)φ2(N)
·
{
−12℘(qN )+E2(q

N )−δ1,N− 1

φ1(N)

∑
m|N

(E2(q
m)−1)μ(m)

}

Substituting E2(q
m) = Ẽm(q) + 1

mE2(q) and using the facts that∑
m|N

μ(m) = δ1,N

∑
m|N

μ(m)

m
=

φ1(N)

N

we conclude[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
t0
=

2φ1(N)

ΔN (q)φ2(N)

{
−12℘(qN , p)+ ẼN − 1

φ1(N)

∑
m|N

Ẽm(q)μ(m)

}

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.

5. Lattice computations

We present the proof of the following part of Theorem 1.1.
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Theorem 5.1. Let X be an order N elliptic CHL model. Then

[
ZX(q, t, p)

]
q−1 =

1

Θ(t, p)2 · fN (t1/N )
.

For the proof we apply the degeneration formula to reduce to the com-
putation of a theta function of the coinvariant lattice. We discuss the con-
nection with the McKay correspondence in a remark.

5.1. Proof of Theorem 5.1

Applying the degeneration formula (12) to the left hand side of Theorem 5.1
gives

[
ZX
]
q−1 =

1

N

∑
h≥0

∑
n∈Z

∑
β̃∈H2(S,Z)>0

P (β̃)=βh

t〈βh,βh〉/2(−p)nPTS×P
1

n,(β̃,0)
(1⊗ 1).

Since the curve class βh is indivisible in P (N1(S)) the classes β̃ in the third
sum on the right are primitive. By deformation invariance, we may hence
evaluate the rubber invariant PTS×P

1

n,(β̃,0)
(1⊗ 1) by deforming (S, β̃) to a pair

(S′, β′) such that β′ is an irreducible curve class. If β′ is irreducible, every
curve in S′ × P1 of class (β′, 0) is contained in a fiber over a single point in
P1. Moreover, the moduli space of rubber stable pairs is isomorphic to the
moduli space of stable pairs on S′ in class β′:

P∼
n (S′ × P1/{S0, S∞}, (β′, 0)) ∼= Pn(S

′, β′).

Since Pn(S
′, β′) is non-singular, its Behrend function takes the constant

value (−1)dimPn(S′,β′). Hence

PTS×P
1

n,(β̃,0)
(1⊗ 1) =

∫
Pn(S,β′)

(−1)dim(Pn(S,β̃)) de.

By the Kawai–Yoshioka formula [32] (see also [38]) we conclude17

(20)
∑
n

(−p)nPTS×P
1

n,(β̃,0)
(1⊗ 1) =

[
1

Δ(t)Θ(t, p)2

]
t〈β̃,β̃〉/2

.

17Alternatively, (20) follows from applying the rigidification lemma, the degen-
eration formula and localization. See [43] for similar arguments.
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Inserting this into the degeneration formula we obtain

(21)
[
ZX
]
q−1 =

1

N

∑
h≥0

∑
β̃∈H2(S,Z)>0

P (β̃)=βh

t〈βh,βh〉/2
[

1

Δ(t)Θ(t, p)2

]
t〈β̃,β̃〉/2

.

We consider the set of effective curve classes β̃ of S with P (β̃) = βh for

some h ≥ 0. As in Section 4.3 we may assume that the fibration S → P1 is

generic and in particular all reducible fibers are of type In. Let

C
(j)
i ∈ Pic(S), i = 0, . . . , nj

be the classes of irreducible components of the j-th fiber (which is of type

Inj+1). We order the C
(j)
i such that C

(j)
0 is the component which meets the

zero section σ0, and the matrix(
〈C(j)

i , C
(j)
k 〉
)nj

i,j=1

is the Cartan matrix of the negative Anj
lattice. In particular, if L is the

lattice spanned by all C
(j)
i for i ≥ 1 then we have

L ∼=
⊕
j

Anj
(−1).

Every effective class β̃ satisfying P (β̃) = βh is of degree 1 over the base

of the elliptic fibration and hence of the form

β̃ = σi + aF +
∑
j

nj∑
i=1

di,jC
(j)
i

for some i = 0, . . . , N−1, a ≥ 0 and di,j ∈ Z. By translating by σi (or rather

the inverse operation) we can assume that β̃ is of the form

(22) β̃ = σ0 + aF +
∑
j

nj∑
i=1

di,jC
(j)
i .

We make one more simplification. Consider any, not necessarily effective
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class β̃ of the form (22). We have

(23) 〈β̃, β̃〉 = 2a− 2 + 〈α, α〉, α =
∑
j

nj∑
i=1

di,jC
(j)
i .

If 〈β̃, β̃〉 ≥ −2, then the class β̃ is effective by the Riemann–Roch formula.
If 〈β̃, β̃〉 < −2 then we have[

1

Δ(t)Θ(t, p)2

]
t〈β̃,β̃〉/2

= 0.

Hence in (21) we may drop the effectivity condition on the classes β̃ and
sum over all a ∈ Z and α ∈ L. Putting both simplifications into (21) and
accounting for overcounting N times the classes (22) by canceling the 1/N
factor we get

(24)
[
ZX
]
q−1 =

∑
a∈Z

∑
α∈L

t〈P (βa,α)),P (βa,α)〉/2
[

1

Δ(t)Θ(t, p)2

]
t〈βa,α,βa,α〉/2

where βa,α = σ0 + aF + α.
Using

P (C
(j)
i ) =

1

nj + 1
F

for all i and j we have

1

2
〈P (βa,α), P (βa,α)〉 = − 1

N
+ a+

∑
j

1

nj + 1

∑
i

dij .

Inserting this and (23) into (24) then yields

[
ZX
]
q−1 =

∑
α∈L

t
− 1

2
〈α,α〉+

∑
j

1

nj+1

∑
i dij+

N−1

N

∑
a∈Z

t
1

2
〈α,α〉+a−1

[
1

ΔΘ2

]
t
1
2
〈α,α〉+a−1

=
1

Δ(t)Θ(t, p)2
· tN−1

N

∏
j

∑
dj=(dij)i

t
1

nj+1

∑
i dij

t
dT
j CAnj

dj

where we let CAn
denote the Cartan matrix of the An Dynkin diagram.

Consider the following theta series of the An lattice:

ϑAn,vn
(q) =

∑
m=(m1,...,mn)∈Zn

q
1

2
(m+vn)TCAn (m+vn)
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Table 3: The number and type of singular fibers of a generic elliptic K3
surface S → P1 with order N section. Taken from [23, Table 1]

N singular fibers
1 24I1
2 8I1 + 8I2
3 6I1 + 6I3
4 4I4 + 2I2 + 4I1
5 4I5 + 4I1
6 2I6 + 2I3 + 2I2 + 2I1
7 3I7 + 3I1
8 2I8 + I4 + I2 + 2I1

where

vn =
1

n+ 1
C−1
An

⎛⎜⎝1
...
1

⎞⎟⎠ .

By a direct check using Table 3 we have18

N − 1

N
− 1

2

∑
j

vTnj
CAnj

vnj
= 0.

So we conclude [
ZX
]
q−1 =

1

Δ(t)Θ(t, p)2

∏
j

ϑAnj
,vnj

(t).

The claim now follows from Table 3 and the following identity which is a

special case of [27, Thm. 1.3] (set qi = q1/(N+1) for all i):

ϑAn,vn
(q) =

η(q)n+1

η(q1/(n+1))
.

Remark 5.2. Under the variable change p = eiu consider the u−2 coefficient

of (24),

(25)
[
ZX
]
q−1u−2 =

∑
a∈Z

∑
α∈L

t〈P (βa,α)),P (βa,α)〉/2
[

1

Δ(t)

]
t〈βa,α,βa,α〉/2

18A small calculation shows 1
2v

T
nCAnvn = 1

24
n(n+2)
n+1 .
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By the GW/DT correspondence (Section 2.8) this is precisely the genus 0
contribution to the series [ZX ]q−1 . The sum on the right hand side arises
also naturally from the McKay correspondence as follows.

Let S be the elliptic K3 surface on which G = ZN acts by translating by
an order N section. Let S′ be the crepant resolution of the coarse quotient
S/G. The lattice spanned by exceptional classes on S′ is isomorphic to L.
(This is a consequence of the equality of the values in Table 3 and the table
after Lemma 4.1) One can now show that under the McKay correspondence
[35]

Φ : Db([S/G]) ≡ Db(CohG(S)) → Db(S′),

where [S/G] is the quotient stack, the generating series of Euler charistics

∞∑
n=0

qn−1e (Hilbn([S/G]))

precisely corresponds to the right hand side in (24). Using (5) we hence
recover the claim without proving identities for the theta functions of the
An lattice.

6. Order two CHL models

We expand the conjectures on order two CHL models by including also
imprimitive classes. A few base cases are discussed.

6.1. Definition

Let g : S → S be a symplectic involution of a non-singular projective K3
surface S, and let

X = (S × E)/Z2

be the associated CHL model. Recall the projection operator

P =
1

2
(1 + g∗) : H

2(S,Q) → 1

2
H2(S,Q).

In Section 1.7 we defined the divisibility div(γ) of a class γ ∈ P (N1(S)) to
be the maximal positive integer m such that

γ

m
∈ P (N1(S)).

Let γ̃ = γ
div(γ) . Then we say the class γ is
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• untwisted if γ̃ ∈ H2(S,Z),

• twisted if γ̃ ∈ 1
2H2(S,Z) \H2(S,Z).

Consider a curve class

β = (γ, d) ∈ H2(X,Z), γ �= 0.

If γ is primitive, then DTX
n,(γ,d) only depends on n, d, s := 1

2〈γ, γ〉 and

whether γ is twisted or not; we have written

DTX
n,(γ,d) =

{
DTuntw

n,s,d if γ is untwisted,

DTtw
n,s,d if γ is twisted.

A conjectural formula for the generating series of these primitive invariants

was presented in Section 1.7 as follows:

Ztw(q, t, p) =
1

Φ̃2(Z)

Zuntw(q, t, p) =
−8F4(Z) + 8G4(Z)− 7

30E
(2)
4 (2Z)

χ10(Z)
.

Here we present a multiple cover formula which expresses the Donald-

son–Thomas invariants for imprimitive classes γ in terms of the primitive

invariants. The conjecture is a direct consequence of the multiple cover rule

for K3 surfaces proposed in [42, Conj. C] and the computation scheme of

Section 2.7.

Conjecture E. Let β = (γ, d) ∈ H2(X,Z) be a curve class.

1. If γ is untwisted, then

DTn,(γ,d) =
∑

k|(n,div(γ))

1

k
DTuntw

n/k, 1
2
〈γ/k,γ/k〉,d

2. If γ is twisted, then

DTn,(γ,d) =
∑

k|(n,div(γ))
div(γ)/k even

1

k
DTuntw

n

k
, 1
2
〈γ/k,γ/k〉,d+

∑
k|(n,div(γ))
div(γ)/k odd

1

k
DTtw

n

k
, 1
2
〈γ/k,γ/k〉,d
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6.2. Evidence

We work with the following model. Let

R → P1

be a rational elliptic surface with 12 rational nodal fibers. Let

f : P1 → P1

be a degree 2 map, branched away from the base points of singular fibers.

Consider the elliptic K3 surface S → P1 defined by the fiber diagram

S R

P1 P1.

The E8 lattice of sections of R induces an E8 lattice of sections of S. Let

σ0 : P
1 → S be a fixed section which we declare as the zero section, and let

F ∈ Pic(S) be the class of a fiber. The Picard lattice of S is

Pic(S) ∼=
(
−2 1
1 0

)
⊕ E8(−2)

where the first summand corresponds to the lattice spanned by σ0 and F ,

and E8(−2) is the image of the section classes under orthogonal projection

away from the first summand.

Let ι1 be the involution of S which acts fiberwise by multiplication by

−1. Switching the two fibers of the degree 2 covering f : P1 → P1 induces

another involution ι2 : S → S. The involutions ι1 and ι2 commute and their

composition

g = ι1 ◦ ι2 : S → S

is symplectic. The invariance and coinvariant lattices are

Λg = SpanZ(σ0, F ), Λg = E8(−2).

The curve classes

βh = σ0 + hF, h ≥ 0
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are invariant, primitive and untwisted. Hence

DTX
n,(βh,d)

= DTuntw
n,h−1,d

where X is the CHL model associated to (S, g).

Both the vertex methods of Section 4 and the lattice argument of Sec-

tion 5 can be applied in a parallel way to the model X. The vertex compu-

tation for class β0 yields the evaluation

∞∑
d=0

∑
n∈Z

DTX
n,(β0,d)

qd−1(−p)n =
1

2

1

Θ(q, p)2Δ2(q)
.

Using the degeneration formula and the fact that the theta function of the

E8 lattice is the Eisenstein series E4(q) yields

∞∑
h=0

∑
n∈Z

DTX
n,(βh,0)

td−1(−p)n =
1

2

E4(t
2)

Θ(t, p)2Δ(t)
.

Both computations match Conjecture B. Further evidence for Conjecture B

can be obtained from the computation scheme of Section 2.7.

Appendix A. Twisted-twined elliptic genera

We list the twisted-twined elliptic genera associated to symplectic automor-

phisms of K3, and define their multiplicative lift. This provides the necessary

background for Conjecture A.

A.1. List

Let g : S → S be a symplectic automorphism of a K3 surface S of order N .

By Mukai [39] the automorphism defines (up to conjugacy) an element g ∈
M24. The conjugacy class of g only depends on the order N . Let

F
(r,s)
N = E llgr,gs(K3), r, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},

denote the gr-twisted gs-twined elliptic genera in the sense of [20]. We usually

drop the subscript N from notation and we take the indices r, s modulo N .

The functions F (r,s) are Jacobi forms of weight 0 and index 1 for the group
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Γ(N)� Z2.19 The functions satisfy

F (r,s)

(
aτ + b

cτ + d
,

z

cτ + d

)
= exp

(
2πi

cz2

cτ + d

)
F (cs+ar,ds+br)(τ, z)

for all
(
a b
c d

)
∈ SL2(Z). Hence the vector (F (r,s))r,s is a vector-valued Jacobi

form for the full group Jacobi group SL2(Z)� Z2.
Below is a list of the elliptic genera which we have taken from [7]. The

conjugacy classes corresponding to an automorphism of order N = 1, . . . , 8
are denoted by

1A, 2A, 3A, 4B, 5A, 6A, 7A, 8A

in [7, Table 1] respectively. As explained in [7, 2.4] the computations of [7]
match the construction of Gaberdiel et all in [20]. We have also checked the
matching of [7] with [50, Table 3]. For the modular and Jacobi forms we will
follow the notation of Section 3. We will also use

A =
1

4
φ0,1 =

4∑
i=2

ϑi(τ, z)
2

ϑi(τ, 0)2
, B = φ−2,1 =

ϑ1(τ, z)
2

η(τ)6
.

Case N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 7}. For all 1 ≤ s, r ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1,

F (0,0)(τ, z) =
8

N
A(τ, z)

F (0,s)(τ, z) =
8

N(N + 1)
A(τ, z)− 2

N + 1
B(τ, z)EN (τ)

F (r,rk)(τ, z) =
8

N(N + 1)
A(τ, z) +

2

N(N + 1)
B(τ, z)EN

(
τ + k

N

)

Case N = 4. For all s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},

F (0,0)(τ, z) = 2A(τ, z),

F (0,1)(τ, z) = F (0,3)(τ, z) =
1

4

[
4A

3
−B

(
−1

3
E2(τ) + 2E4(τ)

)]
,

F (1,s)(τ, z) = F (3,3s) =
1

4

[
4A

3
+B

(
−1

6
E2(

τ + s

2
) +

1

2
E4(

τ + s

4
)

)]
,

19For a general element g ∈ M24 the associated twisted-twined elliptic genera
might have a character. However, if g lies in M23, for example it arises as in our
case from a symplectic automorphism, the character is trivial.
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F (2,1)(τ, z) = F (2,3) =
1

4

(
4A

3
− B

3
(5E2(τ)− 6E4(τ)

)
,

F (0,2)(τ, z) =
1

4

(
8A

3
− 4B

3
E2(τ)

)
,

F (2,2s)(τ, z) =
1

4

(
8A

3
+

2B

3
E2(

τ + s

2
)

)
.

Case N = 6.

F (0,0) =
4

3
A

F (0,1) = F (0,5) =
1

6

[
2A

3
−B

(
−1

6
E2(τ)−

1

2
E3(τ) +

5

2
E6(τ)

)]
,

F (0,2) = F (0,4) =
1

6

[
2A− 3

2
BE3(τ)

]
,

F (0,3) =
1

6

[
8A

3
− 4

3
BE2(τ)

]
.

F (1,k) = F (5,5k)

=
1

6

[
2A

3
+B

(
− 1

12
E2(

τ + k

2
)− 1

6
E3(

τ + k

3
) +

5

12
E6(

τ + k

6
)

)]
,

F (2,2k+1) =
A

9
+

B

36

[
E3(

τ + 2 + k

3
) + E2(τ)− E2

(
τ + k + 2

3

)]
,

F (4,4k+1) =
A

9
+

B

36

[
E3(

τ + 1 + k

3
) + E2(τ)− E2

(
τ + k + 1

3

)]
,

F (3,1) = F (3,5) =
A

9
− B

12
E3(τ)−

B

72
E2(

τ + 1

2
) +

B

8
E2(

3τ + 1

2
),

F (3,2) = F (3,4) =
A

9
− B

12
E3(τ)−

B

72
E2(

τ

2
) +

B

8
E2(

3τ

2
),

F (2r,2rk) =
1

6

[
2A+

1

2
BE3(

τ + k

3
)

]
,

F (3,3k) =
1

6

[
8A

3
+

2

3
BE2(

τ + k

2
)

]
.

Case N = 8. In case N = 8 we have

F (0,0) = A,

F (0,1) = F (0,3) = F (0,5) = F (0,7),
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=
1

8

[
2A

3
−B

(
−1

2
E4(τ) +

7

3
E8(τ)

)]
.

F (r,rk) =
1

8

[
2A

3
+

B

8

(
−E4(

τ + k

4
) +

7

3
E8(

τ + k

8
)

)]
, r = 1, 3, 5, 7

F (2,1) = F (6,3) = F (2,5) = F (6,7),

=
1

8

[
2A

3
+

B

3

(
−E2(2τ) +

3

2
E4(

2τ + 1

4
)

)]
;

F (2,3) = F (6,5) = F (2,7) = F (6,1),

=
1

8

[
2A

3
+

B

3

(
−E2(2τ) +

3

2
E4(

2τ + 3

4
)

)]
.

F (0,2) = F (0,6) =
1

8

(
4A

3
−B

(
−1

3
E2(τ) + 2E4(τ)

))
,

F (0,4) =
1

8

(
8A

3
− 4B

3
E2(τ)

)
,

F (2,2s) = F (6,6s) =
1

8

(
4A

3
+B

(
−1

6
E2(

τ + s

2
) +

1

2
E4(

τ + s

4
)

))
,

F (4,4s) =
1

8

(
8A

3
+

2B

3
E2(

τ + s

2
)

)
,

F (4,2) = F (4,6) =
1

8

(
4A

3
− B

3
(3E2(τ)− 4E2(2τ)

)
,

F (4,2k+1) =
1

8

(
2A

3
+B

(
4

3
E2(4τ)−

2

3
E2(2τ)−

1

2
E4(τ)

))
.

A.2. Multiplicative lift

We define the Borcherds or multiplicative lift of the twisted-twined elliptic
genera F (r,s), r, s = 0, . . . , N − 1.

Consider the discrete Fourier transform

F̂ (r,)(τ, z) =

N−1∑
s=0

e−2πis/NF (r,s)(τ, z).

Since F̂ (r,s) are Jacobi forms of index 1 we have the expansion

F̂ (r,)(τ, z) =
∑

b∈{0,1}

∑
n∈Z/N
j∈2Z+b

ĉ
(r,)
b (4n− j2)qnpj
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Remark A.1. By a direct check we have

ĉ
(0,0)
1 (−1) = 2, ĉ

(0,0)
0 (0) = 20− |Λg|.

In particular the first coefficient of F̂ (0,0) is[
F̂ (0,0)

]
q0

= ĉ
(0,0)
1 (−1)(p+ p−1) + ĉ

(0,0)
0 (0)

=
∑
i,j

hi,j(S/ZN )(−1)i+jpi

is the χy genus of the quotient S/G. This generalizes the corresponding
property of the elliptic genus E ll(K3).

Let

Z =

(
τ z
z σ

)
be the standard coordinates on the Siegel upper half space and write

q = e2πiτ , t = e2πiσ, p = e2πiz.

Definition A.2 ([12]). The multiplicative lift of the twisted-twined elliptic
genera (F (r,s))r,s=0,...,N−1 is defined by

Φ̃N (Z) = qt1/Np
∏
b=0,1

N−1∏
r=0

∏
k∈Z+ r

N
,∈Z

j∈2Z+b
k,≥0,j<0 if k==0

(1− qtkpj)ĉ
(r,�)
b (4k−j2).

By [12, Sec. 3], see also [51], Φ̃N (Z) is a Siegel modular form for a certain
congruence subgroup of Sp(4,Z) of weight

1

2
ĉ
(0,0)
0 (0) = 10− 1

2
|Λg| =

⌈
24

N + 1

⌉
− 2.

A consequence of the modularity is the t ↔ qN symmetry

Φ̃N (t1/N , qN , p) = Φ̃N (q, t, p).

This may also seen directly as follows. By the explicit values in Appendix A
the F̂ (r,) are symmetric in (r, �),

F̂ (r,) = F̂ (,r) for all r, � = 0, . . . , N − 1.
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Hence

(26) ĉ
(r,)
b (D) = ĉ

(,r)
b (D) for all r, �, b,D.

This implies the symmetry by definition.

Appendix B. Heterotic string and the duality group

By Sheldon Katz20 and Georg Oberdieck

In this appendix, our main goal is to explain the difference between the

twisted and untwisted primitive invariants of order two CHL models in the

context of physics. A secondary goal is to provide a cursory explanation of

some of the physics background.

We start with a discussion of several relevant ideas about dual string

models and the duality group of the CHL model. Although many of these

ideas are necessarily relegated to a “black box,” we strive to formulate some

of the ideas in precise mathematical language in the hopes that other math-

ematicians will be able to benefit from the ideas of physics as we have.

We will adopt the device of initially describing relevant concepts from

physics in italics. We will then selectively give some precise mathematical

properties that these structures are supposed to have.

String theory is a 10-dimensional physical theory, with variants includ-

ing Type IIA string theory, Type IIB string theory, and Heterotic E8 × E8

string theory. For brevity, we refer to these theories as IIA, IIB, and het-

erotic respectively. String theory takes place on a 10-dimensional Lorentzian

manifold M10.

String theory can be compactified on a compact Riemannian manifold

X with a Ricci flat metric. This means that we take M10 = X × Md,

where Md is a Lorentzian manifold of dimension d = 10 − dimR(X). By

“integrating out” the fields on X, we obtain an d-dimensional effective the-

ory on Md, the physical spacetime of the theory. The physical properties

of the d-dimensional theory are determined by the geometry of X, so that

calculations and theorems about the geometry of X inform physics. Con-

versely, ideas in physics such as dualities lead to non-trivial predictions about

the geometry of X. This two-way flow of information is at the core of the

geometry-physics dictionary.

20University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Mathematics,
Email: katz@math.uiuc.edu

katz@math.uiuc.edu
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Consider IIA[S × E], IIA string theory compactified on S × E. Since

dimR(S × E) = 6, this is a 4-dimensional theory, and is in fact a 4-di-

mensional N = 4 theory. The N = 4 adjective describes the amount of

supersymmetry, as we now outline.

For simplicity, let’s assume that our spacetime Md is d-dimensional

Minkowski space. Then the physical theory has a group of symmetries con-

taining the isometry group of Md. At each p ∈ M we have an induced

Lie algebra of infinitesimal symmetries. The N = 4 supersymmetry algebra

is a particular Z2-graded Lie algebra g = g0 ⊕ g1 of infinitesimal symme-

tries, with g0 containing the infinitesimal isometries. Here, N = 4 means

dim(g1) = 16.21 These supersymmetry algebras have precise mathematical

definitions, see for example [18]. The amount of supersymmetry in a string

compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifoldX is determined by the particular

string theory used and the holonomy group of X. The holonomy group acts

naturally on a fiber of the complexified spin bundle. If the holonomy group

acts trivially on a nonzero vector, this determines a covariantly constant

spinor on X which is used to construct a supersymmetry. The holonomy

group of S×E acts trivially on a 2-dimensional subspace, leading to N = 4

supersymmetry. By contrast, the holonomy group of a Calabi-Yau threefold

X only fixes a 1-dimensional space of spinors, so IIA[X] only has half as

much supersymmetry, N = 2.22

Irreducible representations of g are completely classified. Among these

are the 1/2 BPS representations and 1/4 BPS representations. To these re-

spective representations correspond 1/2 (resp. 1/4) BPS states in the phys-

ical theory.

A key point is that reduced Donaldson-Thomas invariants of S ×E can

be directly related to 1/4 BPS invariants in the associated physical theory.

We will return to this point shortly.

21The Z2-graded Lie algebra g is not arbitrary but is constrained by physical
principles. The minimum value of dim(g1) in a 4-dimensional supersymmetric the-
ory is 4, the dimension of a minimal real spin representation in signature (3, 1). For
any Z2-graded Lie algebra g = g0 ⊕ g1, the even part g0 is an ordinary Lie algebra,
and the odd part g1 is a g0-module. In 4-dimensional minimal (N = 1) supersym-
metry, g1 is the real spin representation s. In a 4-dimensional N = 2 theory we have
g1 = s⊕2 and in a 4-dimensional N = 4 theory we have g1 = s⊕4. The dimension
of g1 is called the number of supercharges of the theory.

22 Another description is as follows. Assume the Calabi–Yau threefold carries the
action of an abelian variety of dimension k. Then the corresponding IIA theory is
of type N = 2k+1.
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There are other 4-dimensional N = 4 theories. IIA and IIB theory have
the same amount of supersymmetry in 10 dimensions. It follows immediately
that IIB[S × E] is also an N = 4 theory.

Now, the heterotic string in 10 dimensions has only half of the supersym-
metry as IIA or IIB. It follows that Het[S×E] is an N = 2 theory. To get an
N = 4 theory, we need to compactify the heterotic string on a manifold so
that the holonomy acts trivially on the entire 4-dimensional space of spinors.
An obvious choice is the flat 6-torus T 6 = (S1)6 with trivial holonomy. So
Het[T 6] is an N = 4 theory.

The assertion of heterotic-IIA duality is that

IIA[S × E] = Het[T 6],

that is, these two 4-dimensional N = 4 theories are the same, albeit in a
non-obvious way. Also,

IIA[S × E] = IIB[S × E]

by T -duality. These assertions have an enormous amount of content. In the
context of CHL models, these give predictions about their reduced DT in-
variants coming from calculations with no obvious relationship to DT theory
or algebraic geometry.

To begin to extract some content, we next observe that the states of
a physical theory have charges, which live in a charge lattice. The states
also transform in a representation of the supersymmetry algebra as we have
already mentioned.

Before discussing our 4-dimensional N = 4 theories, a more elemen-
tary example of a charge lattice is that the electric charges of the known
elementary particles live in the electric charge lattice

Λe = eZ ⊂ R,

where e is the absolute value of the charge of the electron. Charged particles
interact with the photon, the force carrier which is described in Yang-Mills
theory by a U(1) gauge field, identified with a connection on a principal
U(1) bundle on the 4-dimensional spacetime M4. The electromagnetic field
strength is up to a scalar the curvature of the connection, F ∈ Ω2

M4 .
In this formulation, Maxwell’s equations take the simple form dF =

d ∗ F = 0. These equations are clearly invariant under the duality F → ∗F ,
which underlies electric-magnetic duality. When F is expressed in terms of
the electric field �E and magnetic field �B, the duality transformation takes
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�E to − �B and �B to �E.23 This means that if we would ever observe mag-
netic monopoles, their behavior in a magnetic field would be (with some
sign differences) the same as the behavior of an electric monopole (charged
particle) in an electric field, and the behavior of a magnetic monopole in an
electric field would be the same as that of a charged particle in a magnetic
field. We say that an electrically charged particle has magnetic charge 0 and
a magnetically charged particle has electric charge zero. Magnetic charges
are quantized (by the Dirac quantization condition), i.e. they also live in a
rank 1 lattice.

In this theoretical framework, particles can have both electric and mag-
netic charge. Such particles are called dyons. Their electromagnetic charge
lives in a rank 2 charge lattice, the direct sum of the electric and magnetic
lattices. Using the fundamental electric and magnetic charges to identify
this lattice with Z2, we can express the dyon charges as (q, p), with q units
of electric charge and p units of magnetic charge. With this identification,
the standard inner product on Z2 provides a pairing on the electromag-
netic lattice, which also has intrinsic physical meaning. Electric-magnetic
duality extends an action of SL2(Z) on the charge lattice Z2. We say that
SL2(Z) is the duality group. We emphasize that a duality transformation can
transform all of the fields in theory. For example, the action of the duality
transformation described by

S =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
acts as (

�E
�B

)
�→ S

(
�E
�B

)
=

(
− �B
�E

)
not only exchanges electric and magnetic charges (up to sign), S(q, p) =
(−p, q), but also exchanges electric monopoles with magnetic monopoles,
and other physical quantities. In extending these notions to string dualities,
we sometimes relate physical quantities in one theory which have an algebro-
geometric description to quantities in another theory which do not admit an
algebro-geometric description.

A Yang-Mills theory with gauge group G = U(1)r physically contains r
gauge fields and correspondingly has a rank r electric charge lattice Λe � Zr.
The components of the charge of a particle can be thought of as the electric
charges of the particle with respect to the individual gauge fields. Including
magnetic charges, we get an electromagnetic charge lattice of rank 2r.

23In Lorentzian signature in 4 dimensions, we have ∗∗ = −Id on 2-forms.
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In both IIA[S×E] and Het[T 6], we have G = U(1)28 (at generic points of
the physical moduli space). Without going in to details, one simply enumer-
ates the fields in the 10 dimensional theory which appear as gauge fields in
4 dimensions after compactification. This is a well-defined and simple com-
putation in geometry. In each case, we find 28 gauge fields, for very different
reasons.

The geometry-physics dictionary further identifies the electric charge
lattice of IIA[S × E] with

(27) Λe = H∗(S,Z)⊕ U2.

The U2 part of the lattice is associated with E via momentum and winding
modes of the string wrapping the independent 1-cycles of E (and can be
identified with H∗(E,Z)). Thus Λe � E8(−1)2 ⊕ U6, the unique even self-
dual lattice of signature (6, 22).

In this situation, the magnetic lattice Λm is isomorphic to Λe. Thus

(28) Λ = Λe ⊕ Λm =
(
H∗(S,Z)⊕ U2

)
⊕
(
H∗(S,Z)⊕ U2

)
Identifying Λ with Λe ⊗ Z2, the duality group is Isom(Λe) × SL2(Z) �
SO(6, 22,Z) × SL2(Z), acting on Λ in the obvious way. To each element
σ of the duality group, there is a (non-geometric) automorphism fσ of the
physical theory, taking a BPS state ρ with charge Z(ρ) ∈ Γ to a BPS state
fσ(ρ) with charge σ · Z(ρ). In this way, string theory reveals a much larger
symmetry group than we are able to see in algebraic geometry proper, with
powerful consequences for algebraic geometry.

The heterotic theory compactified on T 6 is a theory including E8 × E8

bundles on T 6. In this case we have

(29) Λe = E8(−1)2 ⊕ U6.

The U6 part of the lattice is associated with momentum and winding modes
of the string wrapping the independent 1-cycles of T 6.

Again, the magnetic lattice Λm is isomorphic to Λe. Thus

(30) Λ = Λe ⊕ Λm =
(
E8(−1)2 ⊕ U6

)
⊕
(
E8(−1)2 ⊕ U6

)
.

Remarkably, we immediately see that the respective electric charge lattices
(27) and (29) of IIA[S×E] and Het[T 6] are isomorphic. Similarly, the corre-
sponding electromagnetic charge lattices (28) and (30) are also isomorphic.
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We see that we obtain two 4-dimensional N = 4 theories with the same
charge lattice, so it is a natural question to ask if these two theories are
actually the same. This question was asked more than 20 years ago (with
more evidence than sketched above) and no contradictions have been found
to date. This is what is meant by heterotic-type II duality in our context.
We will refine the duality in the CHL context shortly, but for simplicity we
continue to place our discussion in IIA[S × E] =Het[T 6] before passing to
CHL.

We write the electromagnetic charges as (Q,P ) ∈ Λe ⊕ Λm. The three
quantities Q2, Q · P, P 2 are manifestly invariant under Isom(Λe) (and these
quantities generate the ring of all invariants if Q ∧ P is a primitive rank 2
lattice). DT invariants arise from D6-D2-D0 branes in IIA[S × E]. A Dp-
brane is a p-dimensional object moving in time. BPS branes exist only for
p even in IIA and p odd in IIB.

A PT-pair O → F has a K-theory class. Identifying K-theory with coho-
mology over the rationals we get components in Hi(S × E,Q) � H6−i(S ×
E,Q) for i ∈ {6, 2, 0} only. This is the mathematical meaning of the D6-D2-
D0 terminology. After compactification of IIA on S × E, we are left with a
point particle in M4 moving in time. These particles are the charged BPS
states in our theory.

The electric and magnetic charges (Q,P ) of the BPS states correspond-
ing to DTS×E

n,(γ,d) have been spelled out in the physics literature. Let e1 and e2
denote the generators of the hyperbolic lattice as presented in Section 2.1.
Then given a class (γ, d) ∈ H2(S×E,Z), the electric and magnetic charges,
and their invariants, are given by

(31) Q = (γ, ne2, 0), P = (0, e1 + (d− 1)e2, 0)

with invariants

Q2 = γ2, P 2 = 2d− 2, Q · P = n.

The shift from de2 to (d − 1)e2 in the component of the magnetic charge
associated to d ∈ H2(E,Z) arises from the quotient by E used in defining
the reduced DT invariants.

For each (Q,P ), we can ask about the degeneracy24 of 1/4-BPS states
with charges (Q,P ). If Q ∧ P is a primitive rank 2 lattice, the group
SO(6, 22;Z) acts transitively on the set of charges with fixed (Q2, Q ·P, P 2).

24The degeneracy is an index in physics, defined as a supertrace in the relevant
Hilbert space, roughly the difference between the dimensions of spaces of bosonic
and fermionic states up to an omitted universal factor.
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It follows that this index only depends on Q2, Q · P, P 2, so we write the

degeneracy equivalently as d(Q,P ) or d(Q2/2, P 2/2, Q · P ). We form the

generating function

Z(q, t, p) =

∞∑
h=−1

∞∑
k=−1

∑
n∈Z

d(h, k, n)thqk(−p)n.

The degeneracies d(Q2/2, P 2/2, Q·P ) have been computed using the IIB

description. The result is

Z(q, t, p) = − 1

χ10(q, t, p)
.

Passing back to the IIA description and using the charges (31), we have

DTS×E
n,(βh,d)

= d(h− 1, d− 1, n).

This leads immediately to the Igusa cusp form conjecture of DT theory on

S × E, proven in [47, 48].

A useful table for understanding the content of dualities appears in

[9, Table 3.1], with conventions for electric charges and magnetic charges

switched from ours. We give two examples to show how far duality takes us

outside of algebraic geometry. For example, our D0-brane charge n of DT

theory corresponds to a momentum quantum number of the string around

one of the 1-cycles of T 6 in the heterotic theory. Furthermore, even within

IIA[S × E], we see that a SO(6, 22;Z) transformation can take the D0-

brane charge to non-geometric objects such as momentum quantum num-

bers around the 1-cycles of E. This means that the full content of physical

dualities cannot be understood within algebraic geometry proper.

We turn at last to our main interest, the CHL models. Letting X =

(S × E)/ZN , the CHL model is IIA[X]. It is also a 4-dimensional N = 4

theory, with a heterotic dual Het[T 6/ZN ]. The electric charge lattice is [50]

(32) Λe = (H∗(S,Z)g)∗ ⊕ U ⊕ U

(
1

N

)
and the magnetic charge lattice is

(33) Λm = Λ∗
e = H∗(S,Z)g ⊕ U ⊕ U (N) .
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The electric and magnetic charge lattices are different in general, but we
still have

Λ = Λe ⊕ Λm.

The degeneracies of several CHL models were determined in [12] including
order 2 models, and the degeneracies for additional models are worked out
in [50] using IIB[X] (which is dual to IIA[X] via T-duality on a particular
1-cycle of E depending on the particular translation in E used to construct
the CHL model X). The charges in the IIB theory are also described in
[9, Table 3.1]. For the order two CHL model, the results are consistent
with the twisted DT partition function but not with the untwisted DT
partition function. We conclude this appendix by explaining that there is no
contraction with physics.

As in Section 2.1 of the main paper, let

P =
1

N

N−1∑
i=0

gi : H∗(S,Q) → H∗(S,Q)

be the projection operator. Then we have25

P (H∗(S,Z)) ∼= (H∗(S,Z)g)∗ .

To specify a CHL model we fix a primitive vector v ∈ H1(E) of square
zero and let δ = 1

N v ∈ 1
NH1(E). The duality group of the CHL model,

denoted Gdual, contains the product26

Γ1(N)× C(ĝ) ⊂ Gdual

where

Γ1(N) =

{(
a b
c d

)∣∣∣∣c ≡ 0, a, d ≡ 1 modulo N

}
and C(ĝ) is the centralizer of the pair ĝ = (g, δ) in SO(6, 22;Z), i.e.

C(ĝ) = {ϕ ∈ SO(6, 22;Z) |ϕ(δ) = δ, ϕ ◦ g = g ◦ ϕ}
25If α = P (α′) for some α′ ∈ H∗(S,Z) then 〈α, β〉 = 〈α′, β〉 for any

β ∈ (H∗(S,Z))g. Hence P (H∗(S,Z)) ⊂ (H∗(S,Z)g)∗. The converse follows since
Λ∗
K3 → (H∗(S,Z)g)∗ is surjective.
26 The exact duality group of the CHL model has not yet been fully determined.

In [52] it is argued that the duality group Gdual should be strictly bigger than
Γ1(N) × C(ĝ), as it should contain the Fricke involution (Q,P ) �→ (−P,NQ). We
will only consider the product Γ1(N)× C(ĝ) here.
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where we have extended the action of g on ΛK3 to an action on Λ by letting
it act as the identity on U ⊕ U(N).

Let now (Q,P ) ∈ Λ be a pair of electro-magnetic charges such that Q∧P
is a primitive vector in the lattice Λe∧Λm := Λ∗

m∧Λm. The dyon degeneracy
d(Q,P ) is invariant under the duality group and we need to understand the
orbits of (Q,P ) under the duality group. In the case of S × E, we have
that SO(6, 22;Z) acts transitively on the set of (P,Q) with fixed (Q2, Q ·
P, P 2) and Q∧P primitive, hence the conclusion that the degeneracies are of
the form d(Q2/2, P 2/2, Q · P ). These triples are not preserved by SL(2,Z),
but this additional part of the duality group gives relations between the
degeneracies. For example, in the S×E case, the matrix S ∈ SL(2,Z) acts on
charges via S(Q,P ) = (−P,Q), implying the relation d(Q2/2, P 2/2, Q ·P ) =
d(P 2/2, Q2/2,−Q · P ). This can be verified in DT theory as the symmetry
χ−1
10 (q, t, p) = χ−1

10 (t, q, p
−1), which makes sense after a change in stability

condition corresponding to an analytic continuation of the expansion of χ−1
10 .

In the CHL case, we claim that there are distinct charges (Q,P ) with
Q∧P primitive and with the same (Q2, Q ·P, P 2) which are not related by
a duality transformation. Hence the degeneracies need not be of the form
d(Q2/2, P 2/2, Q · P ), and more care is needed in drawing conclusions from
a calculation in a dual physical model.

For example, define the residue of (Q,P ) to be the class of Q in Λ∗
m/Λm

where we have identified Λe ≡ Λ∗
m, i.e.

r(Q,P ) = [Q] ∈ Λ∗
m/Λm.

Then for g =
(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ1(N) we have

r (g(Q,P )) = [dQ− bP ] = [Q] = r(Q,P )

where we have used that NΛ∗
m ⊂ Λm. Moreover, since every h ∈ C(ĝ) arises

from an automorphism of the unimodular lattice Γ22,6 the map h acts by
the identity on the discriminant Λ∗

m/Λm. Hence

r (h(Q,P )) = r (hQ, hP ) = [hQ] = [Q] = r(Q,P ).

Moreover, in the case N = 2 the residue distinguishes between twisted and
untwisted classes: a primitive γ ∈ P (H2(S,Z)) is untwisted (or twisted)
depending on whether its residue r(γ) vanishes (or not). A basic question
is whether the residue of (Q,P ) is indeed invariant under the full duality
group Gdual? More generally, we can ask:
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Problem. Determine the full set of invariants of the pair (Q,P ) for Q ∧ P
primitive under the duality group.

The orbits of (Q,P ) with Q∧P primitive under the duality group should
correspond to the deformation classes of a pair of a CHL model together
with a fixed ample primitive class on the K3. Hence understanding the set
of invariants is the first step towards identifying the Donaldson–Thomas
invariants of all CHL models.
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